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VOL. XXIII NO. 1 1 I
MR. RAFFLES THE
MYSTERIOUS HERE
FOR A FEW DAYS
Offers a Hundred Dollars to
• Anyone Who Will Catch
Him.
Challengen Anyone in City to
the Contest.
INTERee4TIND FACTS ABOUT HIM
Mr C. se. Margate. tise renowned
,hweitteit, and mind reader,
singular adve-iityires6difee-ilirlirefe
or **Mysterious Mc. Redies." have
mestified thousands of people In other
Clew, will be le Paducah with a full
determinatima eo None the keeneet
4 yed motile in this eity next week.
Touring Paducah, this myeterlotts sep-
resentatIve of the leveeing Sue will
seen In many strange roles. This
strange man is declared by some the
most wonderful man In the world.
lin peculiarities are many. He to he-
ti. Iced by tte supenottlous to have
some power which gives him unuause
ab:Itty eking many lines. His varied
acts during his stay in Paittlealib may
piore the tame theory to you. This
myeterious wonder worker has fooled
and bridled the beet doctors tn the
cetintry lie has been picked up for
dead and taken to hespltals and has
succeeded in fooling the best I:sheet:-
tans and nurses In some of the best
Lospitats in the sorter -Oise of his
wany peculiarities* Is the ability to
- eentrol
IHNIY 114. has the ability: of throwing
hlmself into a comatose condition
wIthatanding the spiral nerve test and,
many other tests known to physicians.
This same strange man holds the
World reword tre 116ttittig her errs gee-
enty minutes without blinking an
eye or moving a muscle In his hod;.
Ile made this record at the St Louis
orld's fair. So the IttibILe of Pads-
, ah will -tome in eceirstet
alas which they cannot stare emit of
countenance He will be able to look
Veu In the face without' 'bowing any
s.gn of being nervous. The mystere
'sus Mr Raffles will be wen on the
at recta of Paducah Monday. All along
it, route he will stop and ease lit
windows if he finds somethtng he
v.ants he will perches* it. Veen hi'
return to his hotel he bill send the
goods to The Sea ogee where they
win be ;once(' oh exhibition in some
eowntowe 'window, 'showing the Poo-
pit of Paducah that the vintner sets
of this man •-tuslly occur. Every
day following hheappearanee on Pe-,
discateo streets "the Mysterous Mr.
lollies" will publish an account of hit,
eifiltieatures the day befote tie will
peek adventures and 'Rill no doubt dud
many. De ready to capture "the
Mysterious Mr. Ritflimi* who does
more varied sett' than any one man In
the world. He will be been It the
time and place noted, and if, yogeome
up to him with the Evening Run and
e'uch the rigid man on the shoulder
and say 'You are the mysterious Mr
Rattles of the Evening Sun." the $1410
vIII be given you. To make sure you
have the lien man, bring him to The
tesn office for complete identification.
nMr. Raffles" challenges the entire
public of Padiseith to capture him,
and to the lucky person who succeeds
&too le gold will be given. Policeme,.
and detectives are invited as well as
ematelir sleuth%
CROP REPORT
Washington. May IR --The crop re-
port May I on winter wheat is:
Acreage. 29.751.000; condition. 8$.
R‘e, rondltIon 90.3. Two-thirds of
the contemplated miring plowing IS
done
wkATIVICS. •
m ior4a..1,11 fur *.ntf)
porttost tonight. smturrtn) gi•normil)
rate. Illestro teraprentosee ye0141.111Ar,
00; lowest today, 40.
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Federal Authorities Order All
Matrimonial Agents in Chicago
Arrested Since Gunness Exposure
More Bodies Brought to Light
Buried on Farm of Female
Blue Beard Near Laporte,
Ind.
Chicago, May 8.— United States
District Attorney Sims ordered (bear-
rest of every manager of any matri-
monial bureau in Celeste), follow's(
the revelations made in connection
with the Gunness "house of horror"
at LaPorte.
Digging In Chicago.i.
The police department today began
dittehlit  ,yarte of ties glares owe-
pled ,by Mrs. Gunner's while she lived
here, at 618 Alma street, expecting to
end bodies. It is teetered she prae-
ticed her profession here.
Chicago, May S. --Mrs. Belle Gun-
flee. of Laporte. Ind., bought her
poisons in Chicago.
Fee was positively identified from
several of her photographs and her
official deport:lotion as a woman wee
wee frequently seen In the neighbor-
hood of Wabash avenue and -Harrison
street as recsntlyr as four months ago,
and who attempted to pureharre mor-
phine in a drug store at No. 34 Wa-
ts,* avenue.
' More Boodles Found,
Laporte, Hel May N.- Shortly af-
ter the search for bodies buried at the
Gunner.% Perm was r4 sinned today an-
ether skeholon, making the tenth. un-
earthed Sine.. Teesday, was discovered
I' Is impossible to determine the sex
tee ,sranthor
Mass of bones was fet-und laTer. The
sheriff believe,' the grave contains two
bodies. lueonsposition has gone so
far It is dieleult to tell whether there
are one or two bodies In the grave.
Seletirel _bones of another body were
foetid shortly before noon two feet
from those first found teday. This
makes three bodies' uncovered today
and twelve since Thtireday.
_Reside the last hues+ of boseess.
which showed burns, eillb a mete.
frame of a woman's pocketbook All
efforts' ire beteg made today ti find
Iii.' okull id the woman's body in the
rune' • f the house Ashes in th, cel-
lar art' to be screened in the vrort to
find some part of the skull.
Musson.. a farm hand, Kays Mrs.
thinness had planned to have a newer
garden Mix ycsr on the spot ebere
most of the bodies were found
The first skeleton Ise in a wooden
box three feet under the surface.
Other bones are a few feet ?way. A
pair of woman's shoes were is the box
Tbey were heavy. Part of th^ shoes
Isere burned. Some bones showed
sign of fire The body in the box
had been dismembered exactly' In the
same way as those fpund befote. big-
priors have found three more depres-
sions. These are tu addition to more
than a dozen which are yet opened.
Olaf Limbo, who came from Nor-
way to marry Mrs. Gunness, Is be-
lieved jo be one or the early victims.
Ile arrived here shortly after her sec-
ond huaband died. Ile disappeared
soddenly, alter being here two weeks.
The woman said he returned to Nor-
way. A school teacher, Jennie Gar-
wood. said Myrtle-Gunness told her
that her mother whipped her because
she went to the basement of the house.
This happened the day before the
fire.
Nothing hi Trunk Story,
Sheriff Smutaer has been invest,-
gating the trunk question. Mrs. Gun-
ease was atipposed --to Isere -mete
numerous trunks from Chicago, ex-
premed and checked to her.
' "After slotting all the liverymen
In LaPorte," said the sheriff, "iind the
railroad stations and express ['Meet,
after having had every driver In the
city interrogated and the records of
the express companies examined close-
ly, I can And proof of only one deliv-
ery having been made to Mei. Gun-
ners' home. This was a bushel of po-
tatoes a year and a half ago.
' "I am convinced that these noir-
ders were committed in her house and
by her.
"This seems to he the resusonahln
theory, and the idea of a connection
between Mrs. Gonuess and some sort
of a society for human slaughter in
Chicago appears highly impractleable.
Sne Is known to have It lied at least
one and probably four of her own
household, not mentioning her second
husband-, whom She saw fit to bury'
in LaPorte cemetery stnate_ad of her
err. !The ili-Igra—free
many visitors and a succession ef
farm hands, whose diaappearatieed
are not 'accounted for."
The: bore of Death,• ,
La Porte. Ind., May R. —Foliowing
Is Mrs. Gumless' "matrimonial ad."
with which victims were lured to
death:
Personal —Comely widow.- who
owns large farm In one of the finest
districts in LaPorte county. Indiana.
desire's to make the acquaintance of
gentleman equally well provided, with
flew, of joining fortunes. No replies
by letter considered unless sender is
willing to follow answer with per-
sonal visit.
During the sheriff's absence two
men, thought to be from Michigan
City, (-towed considerable apprehen-
sion by breaking into the carriage
bout* on the Guiltless farm, where
the nine eadvers have been kept
since their exhumation. The men
raised a window of the building and
one of them had already made his
way into the morgue when disco,-
(Continued on Page Eight.)
THE M. E. S. RBIS WILL DELIVER
ADDRESS AT C110014 COMMENCEMENT
for a.postponement, and it WWI grant-
Writes Here Accepting ID. led until Tuesday night to secure addi-
i tional evidence.
Vitatin II and ()airing -Insitationa for the graduating class
Whether Claes is Composed are expected to 
arrive about May 12.
A firm in St. louts has the contract.
Prose Carnageyey Address.
I A. J. Klmnaman, dean of the State
!Normal school, of Bowling Green,
wrote Superintendent C,arnagey today,
A letter was received this morning 'asking him to speak there .tune 19.
from the Rev. E. S. garris. accepting !Professor Carnagey will attend the
the invitation to deliver time High .rneetIng of the Kentucky State Teach. 
schoolcomMeneement address. Dr.Hate ors' association at Frankfort on June
rhs has not announced his subject. and i6-17-18. where he will deliver an
explained that he did not know whete- add mess on "The Trend of Education."
e" the class was one of boys or girls on his return he will stop at Howling
or both. He will be informed, and Green and speak on "The Selection
then will announce his subjeet. and Improvement of Teachers" and
Riashows Talks. "How to increale Local Interest in
it the series of bushier.* the Schools"
talks by the business Ind professional
men will he continued at the High BRENT SUCCEEDS SATTERLEE.
of Boys or Girls.
school. Monday morning the imolai
devotional excreta. will be held, and
Tuesday meriting Mr. Saunders A.
Fowler. imeretary of the Commercial
oleic will make an address. Wednes-
day morning the Rev. J. R. Henry,
MAO of the Kentucky Avtnue rree-
byterian church. will speak. Thurs-
day morning John T. Donovan, gen-
eral ageet of the Illinois Central, will
speak on "The Relation of Rillroad,
to the Public." leriday morning
W, Whittemore will speak on "Rea
Ketate."
Mathews Meet.
This.rifternoon the teachers of ti
public schools held their reguls
monthly meeting, The schools were
dimbiseed at non, and the pustIM had!
a holiday gapeorlatendent Cartago), I
will expiate to the teachers the new
rule Adopted hi, the school beard of
having phypical examinations before a
teacher May teach ta the schools. San rianeisio. Ma‘ tio,retarY
In the School*, of the Navy Metcalf reviewed the
The tilgh school boys have post- combined Pacific and Atlantic, fleets
',moot their mock trial from tonight of 44 hattleohips. fornted in four
until Tuesday, The defense staked pines.
41
Philippine ItInhop Ilecomen Head of
zWashingtob 'Diocese.
Washington, May 8.--Bishop
Charles It, Brent, eideonPel idgbell of
the Philippines, was elected bishop of
the Diocese of Washington. to sse-
Iced the iota Rt. Rev. Henry Y, Sol-
itaries.
FLEET REVIEWED
BY SKY METCALF
AT SAN FRANCISCO
TEN CENTS PER WEEK
MILKMEN DEFINED Judge Instructs Jury to Inquire I. C. OFFICIALS
BY POLICE JUDGE Into Presence of Troops---Indict COMING TONIGHT
IN HIS DECISION Them For Conspiracy if Possible ON OWN SPECIAL
Anyone 'Wise Sella Milk to li•g-
'liar Customers in City Must
Pay License.
•••••••=rom
Famous Case Tried in Police
Court This Morning,
MILK TEST NOT PASSED ON
All the trouble with the milk deal-
YU---9Y-VL-DritClUJA6 cite-4,1cenase-tee
sell milk was adjusted this morning
when Police Judge David Cross de-
cided- that a milk dealer Is one who
sells milk to regular oustomers on
regular days. He said if the dairy-
men wise to carry It to a higher court
he will enter a floe, bye the dairymen
are satisfied with the decision, and it-,
B. Hicks, city Ilconee inspector. has
twin busy 'issuing licenses today. The
city ordinance reads that one who
makes only three trips to the city is
except from the license.
State Senator Wheeler Campbell
tepresented the dairymen and made
the point, that if one milk dealer is
liable' for a license all of the dealers
ate. Judge Gross' statement was:
"The only question for a decision in
this mote, Is a definition of the term
milk dealer as determined in the or-
Ohio Tobacco Barn is Burned MONDAY BUSY DAY
and Legislature Appropri-
ates. Money to Ferret Out
Criminals.
Frankfort. Ky., May 5.—Circuit
Judge R. L. Stout, of Versailles, pre-
siding judge of the Fourteenth dis-
trkt, has instructed the grand jury
of Scott county to inquire carefully
into the legality of the troops patrol-
ing Scott county in times' of Peace
without the requeit of the civil au-
thorities as Is provided in the conati-
tution He geld thathe had Inquired 
and learned that the troops had not
been requebted by County Judge J. J.
Yates, nor Sheriff Warring, nor by
himself, nor bad they reported to any
of these officials. He Instructed the
grand jurors to call the troops In be-
fore them and find out who sent them
Into the county, and for what pur-
pose they were sene,there.
"If they Ire here for the purpose
of intimidating the people then they
and those who sent- them are guilty
of conspiracy," said Judge Stout.
"and all connected wIth the con-
spiracy should be indicvled."
The troops Were sent into the coun-
ty under the Instructions of Governor
Willsort and Adjutant General John-
ston. and if ordered by the chief ex-
ecutive of the state, and the highest
military °Metal in the commonwealth
cLnance. I think every firm, company,
will have to go before the Scott
person or corporation *selling milk 
county grand jury to give their testi-or
butter 4id the city of Paduc-ah with 
mommy. Judge Stout instructed the
regular customers and -regular dello,-
- dity e ashlars to 410x=ordhreiteti.
and liable to pay thigliceuse. I think
farmers may sell a surplus of their
produrts of milk and butter without
being liable for a license."
Dairymen Pleaned.
The dairymen hare until tomorroer
to take out city-licenses and the war-
rents will be dismissed without
costs. The milkmen were pleased at
tpe derision, asd-.ag they will swear
out warrants for any violation they
find.
The dairymen for whom warrants
were sworn out were: S. A. Fowler,
H. Crick, Jeff Coleman, W. A. Clark
I. B. Cross. (I, W Graves. Lee Gil-
bert, T. Moss, .lames Moore. 1. H
Hewell, G. R. Smalley, C. A. Tor-
rence, George Ilywhands, Thomas Tor.,
Ian, Lloyd feudolph. Peter Ailed, W.
C Roark, J. H. Waltere and C: M.
Mach.
The penalty has been added by the
license Inspector for failing to take
out the license before February 1, and
Judge Cross said the dairymen would
have to see the city solicitor and the
city treasurer.
The question of the tuberculosis
test was not raised.
- Tuberculosis Tree
The warrant sworn out against L.
D. Sanders, of Arcadia. by Saunders
A. Fowler, for falling to have his
cows tested for tuberculosis. Is •
friendly one, and the warrant was
sworn out merely to test the valteitY
of the ordinance. Seversl dairymen
have had their cows tested for tuber-
culosis, but recently there have been
no testa made because the veterina-
rian says the expense Is not paid by
the fees. Dr. Ed P. Farley. city meat.
milk and livestock inspector, swore
out a warrant against L. D. Sanders
for refusing to have his cows tested.
Both are test cases, and all of the
dairymen will abide by the decision
of the court.
SUPT. KILLED WARNING
INMATES OF DANGER
Marietta. 0.. May ft.—The county
poor house burned today. The 200
inmates were in a panic and many
were injured by leaping from win-
does. The fire started in the laun-
dry. Superintendent Joseph Long
was burned while spreading the alarm
and will die
LIKE OUR ROADS
— -
Gemd words for McCracken county's
excellent* roads were said yesterday
afternoon by County Judge J. G.
Wells and J. H. Clark, road super-
visor of Callowsty county, who were
the pleats of County Judge Lightfoot
aid Bert Johnson, county road super-
visor. From 7:30 o'clock yesterday
morning until noon yesterday the colb.
dials drove over the gravel roads In
the county and not once did the party
drive over a dirt road, or cover the
same road twice. The Coolly sani-
tarium was tweeted allit -110 1:6110-
way county (Meals had nothing but
praise for the roads and McCracken
county's officials.
Grain Market.
St lionbi. S --Wheat, 103%;
corn, 13; ores, U,
grand jury to indict without fear or
•or :Inlet if the tr9S1124.Were ille-
6014 aent Into Scott county, those
who sent them should pay the pen-
alty of the law. As a result of these
Instructions a squad of the state
guards who have been patrolling in
Scott county. jest ever the Franklin
county line. Appeared before the
grand jury. They went closeted with
the grand jury for some time. but de-
celled to talk when they came out of
The grand jury room.
Greenenene Warning"
Danville, Ky.. May E.—Medal/
—Night riders dug a grave In the to-
bacco bed of E. C. McWhearter in
this county as a warning.
Ohio Night Rider's.
Hamilton. 0.. May 8.—Night rid-
ers daring the, night burned the to-
bacco shed of Bernard Harburn, near
Somerville and destroyed 6,000
pounds of tobacco. One company Of
militia is now guarding atom, the
river. The legislature will appro-
priate $10,000 tomorrow. 'Secret
service men will be employed.
Costabstory Postpokete
Rome. May 8.—Accordng to a
semi-official statement the pope has
postponed his consigtory from June
until September, wishing It to coin-
cide with his priesthood jubilee. ,
IN FEDERAL AND
IN LOCAL COURTS
Monday will be a big I 'ourt day in
Paducah. Sessions of all the courts
all: be held, including the federal
court, which will be convened by
Judge Evans to try the $50,000 dam-
age suit of Robert L. Hollowell
against John E. Hollowell and 27
itlTer ---deferdartse -wiro- ere -charge
with driving the plaintiff from Cald-
well county lifter shooting up his
home and whipping him. -4Ighty-
eight witnesses in addition to the 28
defendants testified at the former
tea:. which resulted in a mistrial and
a few more than that number have
been summoned for the coming trial.
According to the statement of
Judge Evans. a jury will be selected
from a special venire summoned from
a non-tobacco growing county, 'and
while the list has been forwarded by
Clerk Puryear to the marshal at
Louisville he cannot give out the
counties from which they were sum-
moned.
It is understood that the venire
will come fern two counties, and
I
will be selected according to the
usual custom it) federalpractice, the
sheriff of each.eoenty from which the
men will come sending In a list of 50
names.
Mr. Pun -ear tine T. ,J. 'Atkins are
jury- 4sommissioners_ der .jkle
In Circuit Court.
In the circuit 'court Monday the
damage suit of Austin Morrison
against the Columbia Manufacturing
company for $10,000 will go on trial.
Morrison was injured by falling in a
barrel of scalding water while em-
ployed as a watchman at the manu-
facturing plant.
Huey seleclottdi*Will also be held In
police court, while Judge Lightfoot
will convene county court for proba-
tion of wills, etc.
The macter comreissioner will sell
the plant of the Register Newspaper
company. the Sanderson wall paper
stock on Broadway and a number of
pieces of land at public sale.
BEN WILSON HELD
BUT HE REFUSES
TO SAY ANYTHING
Ben Wilson. colored, who says he
is from Memphis, was arrested on a
charge 'of robbery by Patrolmen
Merry and Barber, and this morning
TAR STREETS ARE NOT a charge of obtaining money by false
pretenses was added to his lot. Late
CONSIDERED DURABLE Yesterday afterroon it is alleged shat
Wilson prised a rear window up at
the residence of•.Gene Diggs, 826
Mr. Will Katterjohn. of the board North Lighth street, and entered the
of public works, has recommended house. He stole a pistol, vd other
that no attempts be made to put pitch articles, but 'took the pistil to Ike
on the streets to preserve them. He Cohen. a pawnbroker, and sold it.
inspected the streets and roads at The patrolmen secured a clew and
Jackson, Tenn., and finds that the arrested Wilson last night at Eighth
Pitch makes a pleasant street to drive
on, but Mr. Katterjohn is confident
that it could nqt !stand the wear of
heavy traffic. City Engineer Wash-
ington intended to make the trip but
on account of the rush of business
Mr. Katterjohn went alone.
CARPENTERS END
STRIKE ON TERMS
THAT PLEASE ALL
The carpenters' strike is over. and
once more peace reigns blittereen the
contractors and the union. Pollowing
a conference betweet, the oaten and
the contractors yesterday &Renfro
the committees met this afternoon at
.2 o'clock ahd signed the agreement.
Both sides made omicesstoos. Alhe
contractors agreed that unto* men
may take day wart on agreement that
they charge $3.60 a dip. The
contractor pays his men $S. The
Union permits the foreman.** the yob
to work before 8 o'alock in lite morn-
ing and after 5 o'clock In the after-
Wood and nothing Is mentiond las̀ the
agreement about contractors Working
oft jobs. The strike has bean on
since May 1. 'fite committee from
the entracaors was composed of Els-
ton Tuttle, W M Knrnee and J.
COW.. The earoenters• represientativol
were Chat-lea White, Guy Pullen And
T. Thornhill.
and Harris streets. When searched
he had three more:, about a hun-
dred cartridges and three photo-
graphs, all of which were identified
by Diggs. Wilson refuses to talk,
hut the police believe the patrolmen
made • good catch, and it is said.
several other robberies may be placed
to his credit. This morning he was
held over to the grand jury, and his
hood was fixed at $300 in each case
LITTLE BOY LOST
Eugene. the 5-year-old son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Greer. 1719 Madison
street, was lost this morning, and the
police aid relatives are searching the
city for the !ad. He was last seen
following two fish peddlers, and not
a tract' of him has been found. HP
was dressed in a blue suit sad left
home about 9 o'clock this morning,
' Pardus& Held Pp,
Frantdort, KY-. May 8.—Gov. Will-
son 'surprised all who have been
eagerly awaiting his decision on appli-
cation of Caleb Powers and lames
Howard for pardons by announchIg he
will not decide the case until his re-/
turn from Waithington, where be
r.ors. 
ecfnt""a" of ge'lAgo to attend the el
erne Dogs Polmised. ,
Two'line bird doe". one vslleqt
$500. be:outing to 'Mr. , Ja YOU(
Lang were poisoned by solo,.
creant at tIty home of, Ben Hog.
cared for them. Thei r
Meat with strychnine or
poison on it.
('resident Harahan and Staff
I occupy Five Coaches During
Inspection Trip.
Hospital Board Holds Session
Here Today.
ntyisit" HEADS ARE ON HAND
Local Illinois Central railroad ofil-
c s probibly
the largest crowd of the high officiate
of the road tonight they have enter-
tained for a long while, composed of
President Harahan and his party.
The president's party will arrive this
evenieg in their special train. which
will be kept at the Union station
until tomorrow morning at 6:304
when it will leave for Evansville.
Superintendent A. H. Egan
and Assistant Superintendent Mc-
Cabe, of the Louisville division, are
here to meet the president, who Will
he accompanied by General Manager
Rawn and other high officials
President Harahan has been on if
tour of inspection of the southern
lines and it Is understood one of DM
most important things under consid-
eration has been the changes' that
will be necessary by the acquisition
of the Georgia. Central lines.
Among the party besides President
Harahan' are Vice-Presidedt I. U.
Rawn, General Manager F. B. liarri-
7M-1111erAtffre-terportritvoderre
,f southern lines.
Hospital Board Meets.
The Illinois Central Hospital sem-
elation held a meeting at the hospital
thls morning. The business was pure•
ly routine and the matter of Improve-
ments and additions was not comet&
ered.
MF:TROPOID4 rhAtinuts
AND St PT. ARE RE-ELECTED.
Metropolis, Ill, May S. The school
heard of education re-* I Pr' (Pli StIper-
latendeht Prowdley at an increased
alary and also the folios-mg teachers
Mrs. Cutting. Miss Mlle. Mis*
Mess Emma Brainard, Mrs. Granthem.
Mts. Dugger, Mips Miner, Miss
FLrredd. Mies augers, Miss Kurtx,
Miss Brown. Miss Stewate, M .SN Mc-
Nely.
In the colored wheels:
Principal, A. H. Jones and his as-
sistant, Prof. Watkins, also Mrs.
Phillips were re-employed.
TOBACC'0 SOLD.
opkings-Ille Buyers Make letreditant
on Cadiz Market.
Cadiz, Ky., May 8.—W. et HBO'
cock, represenekg the Anieric!
Jamesgnllff  company.e t, 
and E. B. 
 Mriabeyki
all of Hopkinaville, bought a nut
of hogsheads of tobacco on the fy
market. The prices paid ranged
J. W. Hancock, of the cat'
,ch7 to 12 cents.
age house, yesterday resolver!
for $2.661.52 in piyetept otifver g
heads of tobacco sold on ,
market last week. Id story
Rou 
tion the RoughRideellough "eutt'beir welitcdleursi nv:
rithrbe..sehness of
theNetewn-thYorkannivMentay Torie$21.00
of the men who w
Theodore Roeseveltel0 $1•00
dent Roosevelt wi'
some 
catimileanessxt eemeiletod.____eicbsielf.00and
Wpm*
Lander. Wye that's worth'lean state con
;getem bt.T.,„ ::5te the prices:
Twagelfltxpbfecces:wad.iethtiY
e Pat.
MILL- hie").
rifles 
96 •
itly met-
Feet to Weft"
,
- ----4.4a.gwr.-ecesetssmoirwgeslidfill
•
•
Remnants
Wool or ak
gemnantd
off
urimase ran imulinf aNnh.
nu' i.trir 1 I.\ \!\1; -ST \ 1111111INDAT, 
MATwl.
Yridaq
ttcf,ed
gemnonts dale Jaturdaq
WE place on sale Fri(by us, those that ha
remnants from every sectio
Lawns, all class of white good
10 yards, and cloths of every
These are all dean, fresh, seasonab
----------epporitunity for these two days only--
gemnants JiIk or Wool
14 off.
Yridait
lay the biggest lot of remnants ever offered
ye accumulated in last two months' selling---
n---Silks, Dress Goods, Embroideries, Laces,
§ and summer .materials; all lengths up to
description from our immense stock,
le goods. Avail yourself of this great
-Friday and Saturday. : :
gannantg
4 e7/117
'cotton
1/4 off
•
aturdaq
•
•
gemnants
Votton
Remnants
off
gemnants
AFTER 24 YEARS
MODEL PRISONER
RECEIVES PkRDON
/vet
probable that he will return to Padu-
cah, where he has a sister
Sheriff-lie F. Ketly, df
left this morning with Charles Bret-
nee of Paducah, who is wanted at
Haweeville for seduction. The sheeiR
stated that feeling was high against
Bruner and he would not take him
ere rect. Bruner Is charged with
seducing the 15-rear-old sister Of hie
wife, who came to his home to wait e
on Mrs. Bruner while she was ill, A
felony charge will be preferred
against the' prisoner,
After riving 24 years in the peni-
tentiary on a life term for the murder
of Bill Owens, J. Blue Tidwell ha
Lea paroled from the Feldyville peni-
tentiary by ale board of prison com-
missioners. Tidwell was sent from
Paducah for the nrurder of Owens
whet occurred near Clarks river.
Both were engaged in th; timber
baldness, and they quarreled and
Owens was lelled.
Tidwell was taken to Fraipiffejle to
the penitentiary but when ehih r
prison was built at Eddyvinee ea;
moved there He wa.0 one of bg old-
eat prisoners, and during hii entire
14 years of confinement there has not
been one mark registered against his
record. Tidwell's sight is failing him
and he cannot see out of but one eye.
When Sheriff John Ogilvie took the
prisoners to the peeitentiary last week
he talked to Tideli. and signed the
Kerner re:sneering the coxemisstoners to
parole him. Tidwell was • barber in
the prison, and clipped the prisoners
sent, from this county last week. Tid-
well has te'en a model prisoner in ev-
f ry way, and has carried several
ri:zort; on his person constantly. It is
WE ARE
SHERIFF EXPECTS
TO RECOVER BODIES
(boaitiaseed from page ape.)
obliged to-tell -on the police ts keep
the people back so far as not to in-
terfere with the work.
One of the bodies in the second
charnel pit is believed to be that of a
woman. The other two and that were
found earlier, are probably those of'
men. Of the nine oadaverous forms,'
seven, therefore are those of males.
The best clew yt found Came to
light immediately following the dis-
covery of the last, three bodies. Johnl
A. Walker, a liveryman. and Leal
Wade, his -employe, told of having'
carted heavy Ounks to the Gunnee
farm in the summer and autumn or
lee.- Clyde Sturgis, eMpterter ,he
Foster & DeGarmo. another livery
concern, remembered that he took
two similar trunks to the plat.* a
year ago. In addition several heavy
boxes were earted to the house at dif-
ferent times.
"Mrs. Gunness wouldn't Tet us into
the house with one of the trunks.",
said Wad.. "we put It on the porch
before the front door. The other, at
h•.r orders, was carried in after dark.
There was no light in the house, and r
she didn't strike one when we en-
tered with the trunk. She led it-
through two dark rooms into a third
and opened another door. hut told
Walker I had had evoneh and w.
reek -Itt this thisd 1.00as-teem Becieburg negotiated the sale of a , same person. In each case the leg,
and left." I The authoritiee are not convinced mertgage through the La Porte Sav-: had been severed at practically the
DEPENDABLE TAILORS /*untie said the irtinksehe too)/ to Teat Mrs. Gumless was unaided in loge bank which yielded him $1.000., same point above the knee, the headsthe term were heavy and strongly the horrifyIng work and their FUSpi- He drew this money April 6. 1907. cut away In almost a similar fashion
corded, edons point to Lamphere. They point No reword of- his further appearence an.I tht- wrappings w,heh clung to the
Ertl only first•class "Mrs, leanness toel me to carry to several admissions by him and in the fiesh has been found. When several cnrpses were of the same ma-
PADUCAH. KY
Silks, Black Voiles and Wool fio
tikkt,e
•
ods Will be the Offerings
Friday and Saturday
Many .splendid values will be offered by us ,Friday and Saturday
and among them will be the five special items we have naked below:
44 in. Black Voile
3 pieces 44 in, all wool Black Voile, for dress- skirts -
and dresse. This is from our regular $1.25
stock; offered special for, yard - - - - 85c
Pt
Silks 49c
One lot of Colored Dress Silks,
containing some very pretty and
new goods, taken .from our regu-
lar 75c stock; special
49c Yard
Wool Dress Ooods
-3 pieces Panama Cloth, white ground, neat colored
strip:i forming plaids. This goods sells regu- 25ctar 50c yard, special for, yard 
Sliks 59;
en.
One lot containing Tussars, Flo-
rente Silks for kimonas, dress pat-
terns and such, from regular 85c
and $1.00 stock; special
59c Yard
Silks 79c
One lot of Sit
of our finest d
tern, all excellen
old, hard stock; sp
ks comprising many
ress and waist pat-
t new goods, not
ecially priced
79c Yard
theiti in the cellatwp. I sterted to,utier Incidents in support of their sus- last October. Wright Bitch. assistant
workmen and you will -uncord them for her, but she told nes Melons-. . - cashier of the La Porte Savings bank,
find no cheap goods on to leave them alone and mind my l The motive for the wholesale mite- called at (he Guinness farm to secure
our c,oanters. Give us . If these trunks, contained disatertrel'heinstances anrronnding 'thedisapel wax WA by Mrs. thinness that th•
, _erred caresses, the disposal of theepe Wisconsin of Helgelein and Ole Buds- 1 farmer had fount' land
bodies at the farm would have been burg, of Iola, Wis.. ere, bowever.Iprfres higher than he had anticifoted
,omparatively simple. Joseph Max. startingly enough similar to give ae and had left here for Chicago, with
I. eon. one of the woman's emp:oyea, clew as to the 
object of the person or the intention of Recompensing a real
he Talk Hoy Lamphere, Hai prisoner in the persons who committed the crime. /estate agent to Oreene.
. ass, and Fred 'Beckman. a neigh- Helgeleln had 'secured $3.000 Dr. eiteei, who examined the
Old phone 5.72 r,r, have told of digging trenches IS through the First National bank here bodies. said that his Arm conviction
.,• barn3ard at Mn. Ounness' direr. she:Cy before he Was lost track of. is that alk had been ent up by the
.1 trial*
SOLOMON, I
52! /roadway
on bustle's'', so I got out" ders is not fully established. Clr- Information regarding Budsburg, he
terial—heavy gunny sacks. •
Digging for more bodies will be re-
sumed tomorrow.
Will Exhume leer.
Chicago, May 7.- The coroner de-
dared tedat .he would exhume the
body of Max Sorenson, the first huts-
hand of Mrs. Belle GuInneasi, to see
if •fonl play caused his death.
No new in tisifwgo.
Chienfto. May 7.- -An Investigation
!i by Chicago police, prompted. by re- was arrested
ports that trunks had been shipped bine. the pestoffl
from, there to the Gunness farm at at Norway, Minn.
IA -Port, hail failed, up- to • late the bundle, to hl
hour, to develop any evidence that was convieled and
Ars. Oneness had cominitted any years in the prison.
crimes here. The record of the death the sentencne he went
of the woman's first husband, P. A. hats.
Sorenson, obtained from tles records
of the town. Of Austin, indicate the
canoe of his death to have been
cerebral- hemorrhage.
ileiffelehee !Locoed.
Red Wing, Minn., May 7.—it IP
Mated that" in ltiel Andrew Mielge-
Iola, whose dismembered body Is be-
lieved to hive been found on the
Gunneas farm near La Porte, Ind..
on the charge of rob-
ce and village store
and then burning 43
e hie crime. Ha
sentenced to ten
After serving
to South Da-
kw at Hosettat.
Houston. Tex.. May 7.--Fire In the
Rhaw building c 360.0ert loss.
It is believed a wo vleagirls
were Incinerated. Scorch is now
being made. The Houston hotel occu-
pied the second floors. Guests had
narrow eecepes Otis William,. jumped
from the third !loot and landed on an
awning,
I Man ctured Daily by BRADLEV BROS. Paducah, Kentuckys 
 Tell Your Grocer to Send You Nothing But
BRADLEY'S NEW PROCESS CREAM MEAL
W 11 not heat or must. You shall know it by Its whiteness.
•
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MR. RAFFLES THE
MYSTERIOUS HERE
FOR A FEW DAYS
offers a Hundred Dollars to
• Anyone Who Will Catch
Him.
Challenges Anyone in City to
the Contest.
INTERUNTING rams ABOUT llll
• s.
Mr. C. de Marquis, the renowned
hypnotist and mind reader. whose
siugular adventuresetuder the name
of "Mysterious lie. !baffles," have
mestified thoubands of people in other
.ties, will be In Paducah with a full
determination to baffle the keenest
teed people in this city Witt week.
Touring Paducah, this mysteriotur asp-
reeentative of the Droning SOW Will
be seen in many strange roles. This
string man is declared by smile the
most wonderful men in the world.
Ills peculiarities are many. He is be-
Pe ved by the superstitious to baste
some power which ghee him unusual
ability along many lines. His varied
to ts during his stay in Paducah may
Perve the same theory to you. This
mysteriou• wonder worker has fooled
and Weed the beet Orton, hi the
l'elintrY He has been 'pleked up for
dead and bikes to hospitals aad has
sureveded in fooling the best pbeele-
lane and nurses le sOnieed the host
templed* in the...north. Ode of kb-
natty peculiarities le tbe ability to
eheety. He este the ability ot tberivrIng
himself into a comatose condition
wItlestaedlig the sorrel- serwiTial-and
nettle other testi* known to physicians.
This same striate* man beide the
world record of holding his eyes we,-
enty minute's without blinking . an
esseor-seneing a muscle In hie body.
Ile mode this .record a t the St. lionis
N'orld's fah. flo the public of Pinea-
1 ahswill MTh, 1* reelect web" one
mu • which they cannot stare ant
enuntewaner He will be able to/Ksolt
you in the face without skowipat any
s.gn of being nervous. The,Mirstere
ems Mr Hales will be mem on the
streets of Paducah Itunder. All along
he route he will step and ease ill
jets.windows if he an ' something he
.eanto he anti p - Li. I'pen hi.
return to his el be bill send the
Roods le Tie Bun oiler where they
will by placed en exhibition to errine
slowntowe window, showing the peo-
ple of Paducah that the strange acts
of this man aquelly mime b:very
day following his appearance on .Pe'
rturah's streets "the Myeterous Mr.
hales" will insblieh an account of filie
adventures the day before. ite will
aeek adventures and Will ito doubt awl
many. Be ready to capture "the
Mysterious -Mr. itaffies'y who doe.
more varied acts thaneleny one man in
the world. Ile will be %Pen at the
time and place noted, and if, yoacomr
up to hien with the Evening Sun and
Pesch the right man on the shoulder
and say, "You IWO the mysterious Mr.
Raffles of the Evening Sun." the $100
yell be given you. - To mak- sure you
have the right mate bring.hlni to The
Pun (Are for complete identification.
"Mr. Raffles" challenges the eller.-
public of Piduesh to capture hint.
and to the lucky person who suceeeds
Ilion In gold will be given. Policemen,-
and detectives are Melted as well as
amateur sleuths,
CROP REPORT
Washington. May Pi The crop re-
port May I on winter wheat is:
Acieage. 29.7lienti0; condition. R9.
Rye, rendition 90.3 Two-thirds of
the contemplated spring plowing is
done
WkATHER.
vtencera north, pywbahl) fair *ester
pothook tonight. lesterday gesterally
fAfr. H lidiret temper,. t nee y•ert err ley ,
00, lowest today, 49.
Federal Authorities Order All
Matrimonial Agents in Chicago
Arrested Since Gunness Exposure
More Bodies Brought to Light
Buried on Farm of Female
Blue Beard Near Laporte,
Ind.
Chicago. May 8.-United States
District Attorney Sims ordered the ar-
rest of every manager of any nistri-
mural bureau in (Itleago, following
the revelation, made in connection
with the Gunnese "house of horror"
at LaPorte. •
Digging In Chicago. 
Thepolice department today began
digging in the yard of the place occu-
pied by Mrs. Gunness while she lived
here, at 618 Alma street, expecting to
Pod bodies. It Is believed she prae-
tieed her profession here.
Chicago. May h.--Mrs. Belle Gun-
nels Of eaporte, Incl., bought her
poisons In (It leter.
the was positively identified from
leveret of her pbotographo and her
oflklal description as a, woman wit-)
wag frequently seen in the neighbor-
hood of Wabash avenue and Harrison
street as recently as four months ago,
and who attempted ttle inirebeie mor-
phine In a drug store at No. 359 Wa-
t.esh avenue.
mere 'pollee round.
Laporte. Ind., May h --Shortly af-
ter the search for bodies hurled at tly
Ounness ftrm was resumed today., n-
ether skelelon, makini the tent un-
earthed since naiades. was di vereti
P is imposalble to de(ermljr the sex
of the victim. Anoth  confused
mass of' bones Vas fo later. Th
sheriff believesethe g ve contains two
bodies. Deaompueitioni h.5 inn.
far it is delieultefo tell whether there
are one or two/bodies in the grave.
Several Ljønee of another body were
found Is before noon ewe feet
from ose first found today. This
mak three bodies tercovcred -today
an twelve since Thursday.
, Heade the last bunch of beam,
which showed burns. Was a metre
frame of a woman's pocketbook All
elorts ire being made today ta nod
the skull of the *omen's body In the
ruins f the house Ashes in the cel-
lar are to se screened in the eFort to
end some part of the skull.
Matron a farm hand, says Mrs.
Gunnel* had planned to hate' a lemer
garden this year on the rpot ahem
most of the bodies were found.
The Drat skeleton lay in a woOden
box three feet under the surface.
Other bones are a few feet eway. A
pair of woman's shoes were is the box
They were heavy. Part of the shoes
were burned. Some hones showed
teens ce fire. .Tb' body in the box
had teen dismembered exactly in the
same way as those found before. Dig-
gee, have found three more depres-
sions. These are in addition to more
titan a dozen which are yet opened,
Olaf Limbo, who came from Nor-
way to marry Mrs. Gunness, is be-
eieved to be one of the early victims
He arrived here shortly after her sec-
ond husband- died. He disappeared
soddenly, after being here two weeks
The women said he returned to Nor-
way. A school teacher, Jennie (lam-
wood, said Myrtle Gunness told her
that her mother whipped her because
she went to-the basement of the house,
This happened the day before the
fire.
Nothing la Trunk Story,
Sheriff Smutzer has been investi-
gating the trunk question. Mrs.-'Gun-
ness was supposed to have received
numerous trunks from Chicago, ex-
pressed and checked to her.
' "After visiting all the liveryme
In LaPorte," said the sheriff, "and
railroad stations and express • ces.
after having had every driv in the.
city interrogated and the rds of
the express companies ex [nod close-
ly , I can find proof of ly one deliv-
ery having been m e to Mrs. (tun-
neler:home. This as a bushel of po-
tatoes a year an a half ago.
' "I am eon need that these mur-
ders were epáuuitted in her house and
by her.
"Th seems to be the reasonable
thee and the- idea of a connection
be 'e'en Mrs. Gunnar:1 and some sort
a society for human slaughter in
Chicago appears highly impracticable.
She is known to have killed at least
one and probably four of her own
household, not mentioning her second
husband, whom she saw fit to bury
in LaPorte cemetery. Instead of her
rder: 
te '11
many visitors- and a sueeession Of
term hands, !whom altpLrearatiC6
erg not accounted for."
The fare et Death.
La Porte. Ind.. May S.-Following
14 Mrs. Gunness' "matrimonial ad."
with which victims were lured to
death:
• Personal -Comely' aldose wh
owns large farm in one of the finest
distelets in LaPorte county. Indiana.
desires to make the acquaintance of
gentleman equally well provided, with
views of joining fortenes. !Jo replies
by letter considered unletla sender is
willing to follow answer with per-
sonal visit.
During the sheriff's absence two
men, thought to be from Michigett
City, caused considerable apprebed-
sion by breaking into the carriage
house On the Oneness farm, where
the nine cadyers have been kept
since their exhumation. The men
raised a window of the building and
one of them had already made his
way Into the morgue when disco,-
(Continued on Page Eight.)
THE REV. E. S. HARRIS WILL DELIVER
ADDRESS AT SCHOOL COMMENCEMENT
for tepostponement, and it was grant-
led until Tuesday night to secure aideWrites Here Accepting 10- 1
citation and inquiring!
Whether Nasm is Composed
of Boys or Girls.
A letter was received this morning!
from the Rev. E. S. /lards. acceptingl
the invitation to deliver the High
school commencement address. DeHar
rts has not announced his subject. &est]
explained that he did not know wheth- I
P^ M. class was one of boys or girls
or both. He will be informed, and
then will announce his subject.
Oustierews Talks,
l':axt were the aeries of business
talks by the business and professional
men will be continued at the High
school, 'Monday morning the urinal
devotional exercises will he held, and
Tuesday morning Mr. Saunders A
Fowler, secretary of the Commercial
stub, will make an address. Wednes-
day morning the Rev. J. R. Henry,
pastor of the Kentucky Avantie Prete
byterian church, will speak. Thurs-
day morning John T. Donovan, gen-
eral agent of the Illinois Central. will
speak on "The Relation of Ratio-red
to the pebile." Friday morning le
W. Whittemore wet speak on "lite,
Ketate."
Bohai evidence.
Invitations for the graduating clan;
are exported to arrive about May 12.
firm In St. Louis has the contract.
Prof. Camagere Address.
A. J. Kinanaman, dean of the State
Normal school, of Bowling Green,
wrote Superintendent CS rtggey today,
asking-him to speak there June ler
Professor Carnagey will attend the
Meeting of the Kentucky State Teach-
ers' assoFertket at Frankfort on June
16-17-18. where he will deliver an
address on "The Trend of Education."
On his return he will stop at Dowling
Green and speak on "The Selection
andelmprovement of Teachers" and
"How to inereatie Local Interest in
the Schools"
BRENT SUCCEEDS KATTEItLEE,
Philippine Bishop Becomes Head of
Washington Dieseene.
Washington. May 8.-Bishop
Charles 14-ent, nefereopal bisholl of
the Philleetnes, was elected beehop of
the Diocese of Washington, to stee-
red the late Rt. Rev. Henry Y. Sat-
teriee.
FLEET REVIEWED
Teachers Meet.
Tbleatfternoon the learhets 0, BY SEC'Y METCALFpublic nehoole held their regeher
monthly meeting. , The wheels we-re
resminsed at noon, and the pupils had
a hbliday Superintendent Carnage,' AT SAN FRANCISCO
will explain to the teachers the new
rule adopted be the school board of
having phyaleal examinations before •
lowlier may teach in the schools. San evanesce May R ---sseostarr
In tlw- flebooks, of the Navy Metcalf reviewed the
The High school hoye hare poet.- combined Pacific and Atlantic Soots
.niied heir mock trill from tonight of 44 tinttleships, formed In four
tette Tuesday. The deem* &eked lents.
./-
MILKMEN DEFINED
BY POLICE JUDGE
IN HIS DECISION
Anyone Who Sells Milk to Reg-
ular Customers in City Mast
lay License.
Famous Case Tried in Police
Court This Morning.
MILK nor PASSED ON
All t trouble with the milk deal-
ers o r procuring a city license to-
ne!!Ilk was adjusted this' morning
en Police Judge David Cross de-
ided that a milk dealer is one who
sells milk to regular customers on
regular days. He said if the dairy-
men wish to caner it to a higher court
he will eater a ADO, eke' the dairymen
are satisfied With the decision, and'S.
B. Hicks, city license inspector, had
been busylesuing'lleenses today. The
city ordinance reads that one who
makes only 'three trips to the city is
except, from the license.
Slate Senator Wheeler Campbell
represented the dairymen and made
the point, that if one milk' dealer is
Heide for a license all of the dealers
are. judge Cross' statement was:
"The only question for a decision in
this court is a definition of 'the term
milk dealer as determined in the or-
demi:fee. 1 think every Sem, Company,
person or corporation selling milk- or
butter in the city of Paducah with
regular customers and regular deliv-
ery days atalnesject +a -they -
and liable to pay this license. think
farmers may sell a surplus of their
6 Eteriliftbo
being liable for • license."
Ilsterymen Pleased.
The dairymen have until tomorrow
to take out city licenses and the war-
r114.s will be dismissed without
costs. The milkmen were pleased at
thertelen._.shil.mat they will swear
out warrants for any violation they
find.
The dairymen for whom warrants
were sworn out were: S. A. Fowler,
N. Crick. Jeff Coleman. W. A.,Clirk,
B. Cross. 0 W Graves. i.e. Gil-
bert, T. Moss, James Moore, I. H.
Howell. G. R. Smalley, C. A. Tor-
rence, George linsbands. Thomas Tor-
ten. 'Lloyd Rudolerb. Peter AURA, W.
C. Roark, Walters and C. M.
Black.
penally ,hasTeten added byefU
license Inspector for failing to take
out the license before February 1, and
Judge cross said the dairymen would
have to pee the city solicitor and the
city treasurer.
The question of the tuberculosis
test was not raised.
Tuberculosis _Tea.- -
The warrant sworn out against L.
D. Sanders, of Arcadia, by Saunders
A. Fowler. for failing to have his
cows tested for tuberculosis, Is a
friendly one, and the warrant was
sworn out merely to test the vaillity
of the ordinance, Several dairymen
have had their cows tested for tuber-
culosis, but recently there have been
no tests made because the veterina-
rian says the expense is not paid by
the fees. Dr. Ed P. Farley, city meat,
milk and livestock inspector. Amore
out a warrant against I.. D. Sanders
for refusing to have his cows tested.
Roth are test cases, and all of the
dairymen will abide by the decision
of the court.
SUPT. ELIO WARNING
INMATES OF DANOER
Marietta, G., May R.-The county
poor house burned today. The 20,9
inmates were in a panic- and many
were injured by leaping from win-
dows. The fire started in the lama
dry. Superintendent Joseph bong
was burned while spreading the alarm
and will die
LIKE OUR ROADS
-
Good words for MeCratitea county's
exceilent roads were said yesterday
afternoon by County Judge A. .1. G.
Wells and J. H. Clark. road super-
visor of C,allowny county, who were
the guests of County Judge Lightfoot
and Bert Johnson, County mad super
visor. From 7'30 o'elock yesterday
meriting until noon yesterday the offi-
cials drove over the gyavel roads in
the count and net ones did the party
drive over a dirt reed. or cover the
*AMP road twee. The county sani-
tarium was impelled Wad the Callo-
way county naiads bad nothing hut
'praise for the reads and McCracken
cosinty's officials.
Grain Market.
St. 1.0110.1. Mit S -Vt'heate 103%;
corn, 73; oats. 511%. •
Judge Instructs Jury to Inquire
Into Presence of Troops---Indict
Them For Conspiracy if Possible
MONDAY BUSY DAY
IN FEDERAL AND
IN LOCAL COURTS
Ohio Tobacco Barn is Burned
, and Legislature Appropri-
tan. Money to Ferret Out
Criminals,
Frankfort, Ky., May 3.-Circuit
Judge R. L. Stout, of Versailles, pre-
siding judge of the Fourteenth dis-
trict, has instructed the grand jury
of Scott county to inquire carefully
into the legality of the troops patrol-
Int Scott county in times' of peace
without the requeit of the civil au-
thorities as is provided In the consti-
tution. He said that he had inquired
and learned that the troops had not
been requested by County Judge"J. J.
Yates, nor Sheriff Warring, nor by
himself, nor had they reported to any
of these officials. He instructed the
grand jurors to call the troops In be-
fore them and find out who sent them
into the county, and for what pur-
pose thee. were sent/there.
"If they are here for the purpose
of intimidating the people then they
and those who sent them are guilty
of conspiracy," said Judge Stout.
"and all connected with the con-
spiracy should be indievted."
The troops *ere sent into the coun-
ty under the instructions of Governor
Willson agd Adjutant General John-
ston, and If ordered by the chief ex-
ecutive of the state, and the highest
military official in the commonwealth
fewati•olart.hya vgera to i jtugrothy et.boefgoioreve 
thps  
wthecierer teficsottlitl
grand /Wry to Indict without 'fear or
0113r- Judge Stout instructed the
May- serif left -Scat itouirlf, -these
who sent them should-pay the pen-
ettr ast-the law. As--st
instructions a , squad of the state
guards who have been patrolling In
Scott county, just over the Franklin
county line, appeared before the
grand jury. They were closeted with
the grand jury for some time, but de-
clined to talk when they came out of
,the grand- irtry-
(tresenobse Wanda^
Danville. Ky.. May 8.-(Speclal.)
-Night riders dug a grave in the to-
bacco bed of E. C. McWhearter in
this county as a warning.
Ohio Night Riders.
' Hamilton. O., May 8.-Night rid-
ers daring the' night burned the to-
bacco shed 'of Bernard Harburn, near
errille and -destroyed 6.01)0
pounds of tobacco. One company of
militia is now guarding along the
river. The legislature will appro-
priate $10,000 tomorrow. 'Secret
sersitse men will be employed.
Combitory Postponed,
Rome, May 8 -Aceordng to a
semi-official statement the pope has
postponed his consistory from June
until September, wishing it to coin-
cide with his priesthood jubilee.
TAR STREETS ARE NOT
CONSIDERED DURABLE
Mr. -Will Katterjohn, of the board
of public works, has recommended
that no attempts be made to put pitch
an the streets to preserve them. He
inspected the streets and roads at
Jackson, Tenn., and finds that the
Pitch makes a pleasant street to drive
on, but Mr. Katterjohn is confident
that it could net stand the wear of
heavy traffic. City Engineer Wash-
ington intended to make the trip but
on account of the rush of business
Mr. Katterjohn went alone.
CARPENTERS END
STRIKE ON TERMS
THAT PLEASE ALL
The carpenters' strike is over, and
once more peace retro, between the
contractors and the union. Follewing
conference between the Union and
the contractors yesterday afternoon
the committees met the afternoon' at
2 o'clock attd signed the agreement
Both sides made coocenetons. The
contractors agreed that union men
may take day edrk on agreement that
they charge 33.51) a day. The
contractor pays his men $3. The
union permits the foreman on the job
to work before R o'clock in the morn-
ing and after 5 o'clock in the after-
ncon and nothing is mentioned !tette*
agreement about contractors working
en jobs. The strike has been on
since May I. The committee from
the contractitrs was composed of Eu-
gene Tuttle, W. M. Kerns, and J.
Cole.' The carpenters' representattves
were Charles White, Guy Pullen and
T. Thornhill. •
Monday will be a big court day in
Paducah. Sessions of all the courts
will be held, including the federal
court, which will be convened be
Judge Evans to try the 850,000 dam-
age suit of Robert L. 'Hollowell
against John E. Hollowell 41,0 37
other defendants, who are charged
with driving the plaintiff from Cald-
well county after shooting up his
home and whipping him. Eighty-
eight witnesses in addition to the .28
defendants testified at the former
trial, which resulted in a mistrial and
a few more than that number have
been summoned for the coming trial.
According to the statement of
Judie Evans, a jury will be selected
from a special venire summoned from
a non-tobacco growing county, 'and
while the list has been forwarded by
Clerk Puryear to the marshal at
Lonisville he cannot give out the
counties from which they were sum-
moned.
It Is understood that the venire
will come fern two counties, and
will be selected according to the
usual custom iq feelers) practice, the
sheriff of each tionnty from which the
Men will come sending in a list of 50
names.
• Mr. Puryear and T. J. Atkins are
wontawisainnom 
In Clreidt Onset.
In-the circuit court Monday the
damage suit of Austin Morrison
against the Columbia Manufacturing
company for 110.000 will go on trial.
Morrisroe was injured by falling in e
barrel of scalding water while em-
ployed as a watchman at the manu-
facturing plant.
Busy sessions will also be 'held In
police court, while Judge Lightfoot
will convene county court for proba-
tion of wills. etc.
The master comAssioner will sell
the leant of the Register Newspaper
company. the Sanderson wall paper
stock on Broadway and a number of
pieces of land at public sale.
BEN WILSON HELD
BUT HE REFUSES
TO SAY ANYTHING
'Ben Wilson. colored, who says he
is from Memphis. was arrested on a
charge of robbery by Patrolmen
Merry and Barber, and this morning
a charge of obtaining money by false
pretenses was added to his lot. Lite
yesterday afternoon it is alleged that
Wilson prized a rear window up at
the residence of .Gene Diggs. '826
North Lighth street, and catered the
home. He stole a pistol apd other
articles. but • took the pistol to Ike
Cohen. a pawnbroker, and sold it.
The patrolmen secured a clew and
arrested Wilson last night at Eighth
and Harris streets. When searched
he had three razors, about a hun-
dred cartridges and three photo-
graphs, all of which were identified
by Diggs. Wilson refuses to talk,
but the police believe the patrolmen
made a good catch, and it Is sale
several other robberies may he placed
tn his credit. This morning he was
held over to the grand jury, and his
bond was fixed at $300 in each case
LITTLE BOY LOST
Eugene. the 5-year-old son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Gireer•_1112 Madison
street, was lost this morning, and the
poece and relatives are searching the
city for the lad. He was last seen
following two fish peddlers, and not
a trace of him has been found. He
was tressed In • bete suit and left
home about 8 o'clock this morning.
Pardon Held Pp,
Frankfort. Ky., May 8.--Gov Will
son surprised all who have been
engerly awaiting his decision on Reite-
ration of Caleb Powers, and James
Howard for pardons by announcing he
will not decide the care until his re-
turn from Washington, where be will
go to attend the conference of gover-
nors.
Fin. Dog% l'oloowed.
Two fine bird dogs, one valued at
$500. he:engine to Mr. James M
Lane were poisoned by some mix-
create at tee home oefien Boyd, who
cared for them. They were given
meat with strychnine or sofa. ether
poison on le
I. C. OFFICIALS
COMING TONIGHT
ON OWN SPECIAL
President Harahan and Staff
Occupy Five Coaches During
inspection Trip.
Hospital Hoard Holds Session
Here 'Today.
brionoN HEADS ARE ON HAND
Local Illinois Central rallroad offi-
cials probably will have with them
the largest crowd of the high officials
of the road tonight they have enter-
tained for a long while, composed of
President Harahan and his party.
The president's party will arrive this
evening in their special train, which
will be kept at the Union. station
until tomorrow morning at 6:30.
when It will leave for Evansville.
Superintendent A. H. Egan
and Assistant Superintendent Mc-
Cabe, of the Louisville division, are
here to meet the president, who will
he accompanied by General Manager
Rawn and other high officials
President Harahan has been on a
Atter of inspection of the southern
lines and it is understood one of the
most' important things under consid-
eration has been the changes that
will be necessary by -the acquisition
of the Georgia Centre! Mee.
Among the party besides President
Harahan" are Vice-Presideet I. C.1.
Rawn, General Manager F. B. Harree
netteee-silliPtetteietiestsperedei/V
e- southern Ones.
HosaitaT Board Met ti,.
The Illinois Central Hospital asso-
ciation held a meeting at the hospital
thls Morning. The business was pure-
ly routine and the matter of improve-
ments and seditions was not consid-
ered.
METROP01 Pi TEACHERS
A \ D el PT. ARE RE-ELE(TED.
Metropolis, Ill, may 3.- The 'school
heard of education reelected Super-
intendent Prowdley at an increased
salary and also the following teachers
Mrs. Cutting. Miss Ellis Mee Ball.
ltles Emma Brainard. Mrs. Grantham.
Mts. Dugeer, Miss Conner, Mai
F erredd. Miss Roger., Miss Kerte,
Miss Brown, Miss Stewart, leige Mo-
Nely. -
In the colored schools:
Principal, A. H. Jones and his att-
estant, Prof. Watkins, also Mae
Phillips were re-employed.
TOBACtiO SOLD.
V. 4
HOIAIIIPM IC Buyers make purchase rr
on (wills Market.
__seems Ii
Cadiz. Ky.. May 8.-W. M. Hay-
cock, representikg the American
Snuff company, anti E Flack and
James Russe:I. independent huYere.
all of Hopkinsville, bought a number
of hogsheads of tobacco on the Cadiz
market. The prices paid ranged front
e to 12 cents.
J. W. Hancock, of the Cadiz stor-
age house, yesterday received a check
for 32.661.52 in payment of 115 hogs-
heads of tobacco sold on the Cad is
maeket last week.
Rough Riders to taielwate.
New York. May 8.-,-To celebrate
the tenth anniversary of the forma-
tion of the Rotigh Riders, a reunion
of the men who went to f-litha with
Theodore Roosevelt. to which Presi-
dent Roosevelt will be Invited, has
been called to be held 111 New York
some time next month.
Wyousiset for Taft.
Lander. Wyo., May 8.-The Repub-
lican state convention of Wyoming
lasembled here today to elect dele-
gates to the ebletteo convention It
'n expected the candidacy of Secretary
Taft for the presidential nomination
will he adopted without opposition.
MILLION AND HALF
FIRE AT ATLANTA
WIPES OUT BLOCK
Atlanta. May' it -- Fire which start-
ed sirly today in the center of the
wholesale district has laid In ruins a
block and a ha'f of the largest and
beet hadn't= buildinge here. Fifty
homes were wrecked. The 1414cA nf
etilion and • half will fail heavily on
4 M. inmate who owned practically
te the buildevra. The flames raged
'or Your tours. The rEKtrirt hounded
by Mitchell. Manton. Forsyth and
Nelson streets was hurried nut The
Terminal hotel was destroyed.
4t.
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Paducah Gala Week, May 4-9
GREAT COSMOPOLITAN SHOWS
More
MILITARY
Free Attractions Than Ever Before
BAND
A Few of the Features:
Follies of 1908, Afton Cpuntry Circus,
Big Atto's Z3o, The Lilliputian Theatre,
The Old Plantation, How Old is Ann, •
The Talking Dog, The Zcmo Zerno Troupe,
Palace of Mystery, Rolla,
ILLDIINATINd PLANT TURNS NIfillf TO • DAY
, .
. . .
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, DEPARTMENT
Is conducted under a_system which
insures absolute accurac Wy. e would
t*no mo thing of giving you-a-elite:Li--
toted drug in it than we would think
Of handing' you a counterfeit coin id
chdo:cadtsogtreh.oe.IrBd.r:elirnsgboyoltr prescriptions here
pfihIloencle exosaact:;eci waos 
will
•,,- call for and deliver prescriptions
twit- .
, _
S. H. WINSTEAD, Druggist
Seventh and Broadway.
Phones 756,-.•
.e.,
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Chicago 15
.Pittsburg
Boston IS
New York 17
Philadelphia  17
-Cincinnati . . 12
Brooklyn ' 17
St. Louis 
NO CANTEENS
1 Lt,OW ED IN N.‘ l' It siti AL 0010
1111eltie 140ME5.
,oe of tier 1.I‘etiest Debates of the
:session 11%.-r .‘ppropriatiou
NriatoireIa Howie.
Washington, May 8.-One.-of the
eveliert debates of this sessiob of
cengrers was that on the canteen ques
lion in the liore. It was upon a prop-
ositio6 to deny the use of any part of
the appropriation for the mainten-
auce of the national soldiers' homes
if a cmiteen or beer-hail or other
place where intoxicating liquors were
sold sere maintained at these homes.
• he amendment was offerer" by Rep-
esentative Terrell, of Massachusetts.
and carried by a vote of 147 tte46.
Representative Bartholdt made a
point of order against the amendment
to Dell' legislation, bit the point *as
not sustained. He attempted later to
get a speech in opposition to it and
in favor of the re-establishmen of the
canleen in the soldiers' homes, but
was shut out because thestime for de-
bate hatleexpired. An amendment to
the amendment tehich allowed a Poll
to be taken by the old soldier inmates
on the proposition was defeated 62
0 146.
Objects to Uncle Sam aw Harteader.
• Representative Sinkli. of Iowa,
made one of the most vigorous speech-
ex. against the canteen. He said be
objected to the government going ill-
to the retail liquor business, and he
Aid not Want Uncle Sam with a ear-
iendees apron on engaged Ilk allughig
beer. This sentiment breught ap-
plause from the galleries as well a,
from members representing prohibi-
tion states. RepresentaLve Campbell
of Kansas. later paraphrased Mr
Smith's remarks, but the galleriee did
not reePond.
Representative Parker, of New
Jersey. defended the old soldier. who
he said had a right to have his own
club.
Representative Bennett. of New
York, said he stood for the sober sot
filer, and had a letter read by the
e!erk from an inmate of the breach
of the National Home at Danville,
-tee- Apealseio
This letier opposed the restoration of
the canteen. •
Represenadlie_ Gaines. of Tenneli
we, the Derneffratie whtrlytnd prator
coached lay Representative .Littlefield.
the Maine Prohibitionist. declared h.-
was on the rlobt side of the question;
that he had helped vote saloons out
of business in hii state and he was
reuAetoewireat the performance here.
I BASEBALL NEWS
ITIONAL LEAGUE.
Standing.
.P. W. L. Pct.
11 4 7;S
• 4 667
le S 556
• 8 539
.• 9 471
5 7 417
7 77 38)
4 11 267
.11KLICRICA011_ LEAGUE.
P. W. L. Pet.
Cleveland 15 le 5 667
Philadelphia  19 11 5 579
New York 17 9 s 562
Sr. Louis  10 tI 556
16 _e_ 50e
Boston 9.19 S 11 421
Detroit 15 6 9 450
Washington .... 17 6 10 37e:
WHERE Tithe PLAY TODAY.
Natiostal League.
Boston at New York.
lirookln at Philadelphia.
Cincinnati at Rt. Louis.
Chicago at Pittsburg.
Alzwrican Lesotaw.
st, 1,cuis at Chicago.
Detroit at Cleveland.
Philadelphia at 1A'aphington
New York at Boston,
SI,L PtX4TPONIFJ).
Chicago, May 8 -All National and
%merles° league games were poet-
, cried on amount of bad weather
Snorthm Notes.
It has been hinted that severaf of
the Detroit Tigers have not been
elay1ng up to their usual standard on
account of so much more money
being paid Ty Cobb than the rest of
them. There seems to be a disposi-
tion on the part of the Tigers to let
Tyrus win the games himself if the
games are won.
• Marko Griffin, the Australian
featherweight champion who Whipped
Joe Weirker in London tWeesitly is'
coming acroga the water for a feat
with Abe Attell.
recite). McFarland says be will re-
tire after tw8 more fights. Nelson
'end Gans are his choice for opponents
and it is possible that one of them
may tet re the stockyards' wonder be-
tie has a cheece to make g Patti
forewell
Jock Phenico, the crack Johnstown
bantam, has retired from the ring
Jock', records show thirty-eight vic-
tories and eight &awe without a de-
cision &gating him. •
Cearb Titys of Princeton isi
1iI4g erellre in SAW ;
IRE IMNIFAmili.
lit OUltABI,E.
(Livermore. Califoreia. Herald.)
The disease-1 which iank• secoud to
coneuzuption in fatalities and which
has been deemed equally fatal le
levisibt's Disease. That it is now posi-
tively curable ha knewu to compara-
tively few people, l'nfortunately, the
new treatmert for Bright'''. Disease
eumes under the head ut proprietary
preparations, and medical etkies for-
bid a recognition of it, merits, The
Herald takes the view that having pos-
itive knowledge of cure), effected, Iii
duty to its readers and to humanity is
to state the facts Tto- iyublieber
knows of two cases in which it has ef-
fected permanent cures, and of two
others who had practically abandoned
hope, but who are 'now -regaining their
health. This paper is not pocuntarly
taterested. and (his statement is made
solely with a view of aiding such peo-
ple as 'may be afflicted with Bright's
Disrobe and have despaired of msev-
er)"• Should any mph reiseive benefit
de will feel amply irepaid for diverg-
ing from the btetten journalistic path.
--Livermore (Cat.) Herald.
Articles like tier iboest are constant.
appearing and so interested me
that I vent for this treatment in the
interest of patients here.
I *GI be plowed to give full in-
formation to those Interested.-.W. B.
McPherson, Paducah: Ky.
TWO MORE SHOWS
OPEN AT CARNI• el, AND MEET
WITH APPIWVAL.
emigh
"Baby Jim" and Sloving Meares
That Talk Interesting realities
Last Night.
"Baby Jim" and the "Moving Pie-
tutees That Tail," two of the carnival
attractions that did not start the first
of the week, were opened to the pub-
lic for the first time last' night slid
drew large crowds. "Baby Jim" is
seven fret *rotted the waist and
weighs over 700 pounds. The mov-
ing "picture machine "that talks': is
the first of its kind to -be exhibited
utsidsz-ot-Nest- -York- et8:-_,A...1a
crow-a-was out again ast a g t.
Saturday arteriron all school chit
(leen will be aibilltted Into the main
gate et Use imealwil free, and the id-
mission to all si the shows will be
half lo-lee Probably all of the youni
people will attend, and the manage-
ment peomiees to entertain the chil-
dren
No Luci te Qic.
"I have found ,OM that there is no
use to die of lung trogible as long 'ad
you can get Dr. King's New Discov-
ery." says Mrs. J. P. White, of Rush-
bort., Pa. "I Would not be alive today
ly for that wonderful medicine. It
loosens up • cough quicker than any-
thug else, and cures lung disease
even after the ease is pronounced
hopeless." This most reliable reme-
dy for coughs and colds, lagrippe,
asthma, bronchitis and hoarseness, is
sold under 'guarantee at all druggists.
Soc. and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
Strikers Get Assistance.
The Paducah Typographical union
and other labor organisations, which
have been giving assistance to the
striking garment workers at the May-
field woolen mills, have revived in-
formation that President Schwarz, of
the international union of garment
workers has gone to Mayfield with a
fund of seciou to be used In the fight
The president is quoted as saying
Oat a:: assistance necessarY will be
furnished the Mayfield_workineg_a
T11014' money will be forthcoming.
Rest Healer ist the World.
Rev. P. Starblid, of East Ray-
mond. Maine. says: "I have used
Buctlen's Arulea Salve for several
years, on my old army wound, and
other obstinate eorea, and find it the
Welt healer in the world I use It too
with great success in my vetezinary
business.' 1'ric0 a/ all dra:;
gists. a
Tess-"Mad s Mist Why, be
wrote a lovely poem to her."
Jess --"Yes; but she never read it
When she saw, the title of It she tow
the whole thing up in g fit of anger
You see, he called it 'Lines on Mabel's
Face.' "-Philadelphia Press.
The Lucky Quarter.
Is the one you pay out for a box ot
Dr. King'. New Life Pills. They
bring you the health that's more Kea
ions than jewels. Try them for head-
ache, biliousness. constipation and
malaria. It they disappoint you the
price will be cheerfully refunded at
aU druggists.
Affable Barber-You're very ha 1
og lop, sir,
Self-conscious Oustomer (merit an
noyed)-What if I am? You needn'i
talk so much. 'Ow shout that Aqui'',
of yours?-Lostdon Tattler,
Pathicali The Son job oM,
protheses the beat printing.
Country Vinegar
inaranteed pure apple eider
Two years old. In gftllott pigs
4i1 (tints.
M. T. RILEY
114 fibigebotof t4t. ?bones 477
PROHIBS
NOMINATE STATE° TICKET AT
LiaLLNOIS VONVENTION.
Permeate Liberty Planks .4 Other
Parties Welcomed as losue Dy
Delegate*.
Springfield, Ill , May 8.--5tlmost
a thousand delegates were present
when the prohibition state conven-
tion was called to order in the
state armory by Alonzo Wilson, of
Wheaton. chairman of the State me-
tral' -comlnittee- Enthusiastic ad-
dresses were delivered at intervals
during the ell-day session, in which
the prohibitidnists teak credit for the
lortal option victories throughout the
state.
Robert H. Patton... of Springfield,
temporary chairman, referred to the
personal liberty planks inserted in
bOth the Republican and Democratic
state platforms and declared that
both of these parties thereby become
allies of the United Societies of Chi-
cago. He said: "Our anti-p1 1001
friends wit certainly prefer to vote
with us rather than to vote the same
ticket sad Indorse the same platform
supported by all the brewers, distill-
ers. saloon keepers. United Societe...
Sullivanites and Busseites In 1111nols."
The ticket nominated is:
Governor-Eugene W. Challis, of
Chicago.
Lieutenant Governor-Oliver W.
Stewart, of Chicago.
Secretary of State-H. A. Ditholeo.
of Union county.
Auditor of Public Accougts-Wil-
Ram A. Peterson. of Chicago.
Attorney General-Frank S. It"-
gas. of Rockford. .
Treasurer-J. P. Durst. of Peoria.
To Drive Oat Malaria
And Build Up Use Kletem.
Take the Old Standard GROVE'S
TASTELESs CHILL TONIC. Yng
know what you •re taking. The flee
mule is plainly printed 0111 every hot-
tie. showing it is simply Quinine sad
Iron in a tasteless form, and tbe most
effectual form. For grown people
and children. 50c.
A Isere.. in Thrift.
*von iff-rflITT
a -c• blien by CougressinanJohn
drias to a young inns of this
ter whom he had 'teetered a
ór appointmentIn the capitol at
Washingtrin. Meeting Cie young fel-
low in the capitol. he placed his band
on his shoulder and remarked:
"Wiliam, you are just beginning
sa, .-- -Vow tit Ow tido Elbros
_ Eczema. pimples, dandruff and
Itching skin diseases are of foe&
origin and are. tamped , by germs. In
order to core these diseases the
germs and their poisons , must be
driven to the surface of the 'skin and
destroyed. Salves sad greasy lotions
may give temporary relief, but they
do not destroy the terms that cause
the disease. A St. Louis chemist has
discovered a clean vegetable liquid
remedy that will draw the germs and
their poisons to the -surface of the
skin and destroy them, leaving a aloe,
clear. healthy skin. -This remedy, Is
known as iemo, and by its MH1111 _re-
markab'e cures has attracted the at
tention of the leading scientists and
skin specialists of thus. country and
Europe.
lease has been given the most cor-
dial reception by the public of any
similar remedy ever produced, and it
is recognized as an honest medicine
that makes honest cures.
Zeus° Is for Kale everywhere. You
can obtain a trial package foie by
writing to the E. %V. ROSE MEDI-
CO-.. St. Lottle. Mezzo-art.
Mr. W. J. Gilbert has secured the
agency for Zemo in Paducah sod will
gladly show you proof of some of the
wonderful cures made by this re-
markable remody.
SPECIAL SALE OF BOYS' SUITS AND KNEE PINTS
25 Per Cent 1-4 Off
On All Boys' Knee Pant Suits
Bloomers excepted 1
Mothers, take notice. This is a chance to
Boys' '2x:
Boys* 50c
Boys' We.
Boys' The
save money
_ Knee rents ant _. 1 9C
Knee Pants cut to . 39C
Knee Pants cut to .t..... .........____49C
Kure Pants cut to  59c
New Line Men's and Boys'.
STRAW HATS
Now on Display, 15c to $3
Our Shoe Department
Saves you money. Try us.
kien,„ '1 ,111.•
it $2.50. 43 $4
Ladies' Tax Oxigods
at __ $1.511,i1 75. 12 00 and $2 :0
Big sale of odds and elide in
Slioea•
Men's $3 Shoes, enable.- •f$L1 99
Heys' Shoes at no. We, 9119
Ladies' Shoes at 1184* $1.19, *1.49
Worth i deublo.
Pr HE MObEL .1112
CUT PRICE SALE of BOYS' SUITS and KNEE PANTS
life. Let ne• givt• you a bit of ad-
vie. : When you leave- Ater boarding
Itoo,e In the mooning .  take
more than 10 cents in your pocket.
slid for ear fare. You will Moo ipot
IS' tempted to SPOlid 1111111/ than yolk
can alt nil " Yonkers Statesman.
"Well." said the liwolee, "yoa.
i low, 'faint heart tet'ot woe Der
"
"Neasenee,"• replied Mire
"Iti*dyt. -Meet -frint-ing---
Abe s wilting to !kip big) a' MO.; b+.
can win every time "-PhiladelpiOst
ere.P
 111111.111.„ 
, 1. D. SANDERS & CO.
GENEPAL INSURANCE
Old Phase 765
Office 318 fouth Sixth
hew Phone 62
WIT US A SHAPE Of IOUR BUSINESS
ESTABLISHED 1874.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
P DU('.1 H. it Pt NTIXIKY.
CNITEI) STATES DEPOSIITORT.
Capital. Surplue and Undivided Ilevelta  II400,000 00
Shareholderv. Re..poosibtlIty  • 200,000 00
Total Iteepeneibiley to Deposetoes ... 0110,000 00
III ES, Preskleat. Jost. J. Eltie:Dvit N, ehe psesidese
j. C. IUTTEIIIIACh. cap.to,r. C. I.: Hlrfl‘lilIW/lki, Atom, cashier.
INTEREST P %ID ON TIME impost-ea.
DIRECTORS.
A. E. ANI4P.S('HER, R. R. RUGHP.S. R. A. FOWLER. I. L. PRIED.
MAN. J. C. UTTERRACK, DR J. G. Illtteikte BRACK OWE.
A Practical Demonstration of
CARBORUNDUM 
Sharpening Stones . _
Will be held at our store Saturday evening 7:36,14lay
9th, and we extend a special invitation to the mechan-
ics of this city to attend and receive a
FREe SOUVENIR
L. W. HENNEBI EiGE'll CO.
Itli.:(1rptIrattod
"The House of Quality"
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GUARANTEED" is a fine, old, overworked word;we use it -ourselves pretty often. We mean
simply that we want you satisfied and We're willing to
let you say what "satisfied" means. The "guarantee"
lasts until you are satisfied. •
About all you'll need to do to satisfy yourself that this is the store for your clothes
money, is to come here and look. We'll show you style such as you won't find commonly;.
quality such as you'll find only uncommonly, and prices that aren't matched elsewhere.
Good clothes are always worth what they cost; but paying the price doesn't always get
them. We're all the time trying to see that our customers get more than usual for
their money.
Just now we are doing that very thing in Men's and Young Men's Suit) at $20 and
$25. Never saw such a lot of finesclothes before at such prices. We're really giving you
good advice in suggesting that you see these clothes: You'll be surprised at the values.
They're ROXBORO and Hart, Scaffner & Marx Clothes.
Pay more if you want to, and get more; $30, $35, $40, $50; the greatest clothes in the
world. A big variety of patterns and styles in qualities you won't find elsewhefe. Some
silk lined.
Others lines, excellent values, from $7.50 td.p.
Extra trousers are also making quite a stir here; we've put in a great lot of extra hue
goods, beautiful stripes and plain colors; they sell for $6.50, $7.50 and $10 00.
yoirLit find /ben - the #gteatest lineof $3 Hats ever bttlinght together
in any store in Paducah. The new
brown, tans, fawns, pearl's, grave, sea-
greens, in all the best shapes. Ludlow
Hats at 13, such qualities as others ask
$150 and $4.00 for; also the well-known
Imperial Hat at #3; very smart new
models in King Edward grern:
We also have a complete line of John
B. Stetson Hata at $4, $4 50 abd 15.
For the young fellows that like to save
that extra dollar, a big line of good
hats at $2.,
is0A13430,0
IC LOT I•f-S
Ol•It great Furnistlings Department
is he:e waiting to serve you with
the best of everything. The Star Shirts
we are selling at #2.are a great attrac-
tion; best lot of flue shirts ever seen;
others at 11.00 to $3.50.
You'll acknowledge our supremacy
in Neckwear as soon as you look; rich,
heavy silks in the 50c line; they're
good deal better than they cost. Keiser
Cravats in all patterns at $1, $1.50
and so on.
• . 
W/Akelf*Iii
' rit.N5 Atilt 1301 
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•
you havea't been in with your boy
to see s>me of the good clothes
The Boys' Shop" has to offer, you've
missed the best in town. These smart
little Norfolks and Russians are not
only very smart in cut and fsbric but
they're mace to wear, as boys wear
-;lotbes, $3.50, $5, 16.50, $7.5, 110.
life take care of ,the faddish young
fellows as well as the more sedate busi-
ness wen; young clothes with catchy,
smart ideas; we've plenty of them; $M,
810, $20, $22 50, $25 and 130.
_
*ox son,
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TERMINAL STATIONS IN NEW YORK will be located on the fourth floor.eighty tefk front the surface. and the
Babel was ' but a cottage compargd have been made about the traffic
New York. May 7--The Tone] of ale moving in. Th,• estimates that
s'me of the titanic buildings that are throug these tunnels are amazine,
row is Jog erected ikNew York-and ; It is be.ieved that the ears will carry
they cow bigger and bigger until 'au average of 125,000.000 passengers
one wonders when Owl Iltalt of al:siva year hack and forth beneath the
will be reached. The latest and most i waters of the Hudson between the
wonderful human structure add 'tbsootwo Oates. The ferry .boats thrt
largest building la the world in that cross the Hudson now earl", upward'
nrected by the Hudson and Manhat-si of 20.0it4k00e passengers a year. Thei
tan Railway Company to cover the, new tuanel to Hoboken is carrying;
terminals of Its tracks that run under;about 16.030 passengers a day, which!
the nucleon River from New Jersey.lmeans 1 -6.040,44)0 • year, and the
It oc(upies the halves of two blocks:other tunnels downtown will be so!
r,en lp oa Chuffed street, Which :s much more convenient, will reach so ' cairn
parallelwith Broadway and the next tnary feeders and will build up sub-
-street toward the river, and extends urbs to such an extent that travel,
from 'Cortland to Fulton streets on according to expectation, ern be mul-
1.+1).  -at_Ilikx Meted-  wWch-lidlipilati them than 6-0,0---oar vest,. -
r.ossed by a bridge. says William E. t ' The Statics.
machinery -will rest on 'bed rock
CITY ARE MARVELOUS BUILDINGS The fourth floor does not extend un-der the entire building. but oily un-
der about one-third of it.
Theilmain power hones is its airier
City, near the Present ternallial 1110*
hoe of Ilie PenneYlvallts
where masidve engines, capable of
arei producing 30.000 horse-power.
now b.ing installed.
140040,40040PotetiewslegaseePINP
MYER NEWS
River Singe..
  37.8
Chat tanooga-Missing.
Cincinnati • • . 42.9
Evansitlie . 33.4
Fioren* ..... .
Johnsonville 16.6
l'urtis to tbe leap Tribune. I :The railway station where passen- Louisville 18.0
This gigantic structure *ands overlgerot and baggage will be transferred mt. Carmelumel •  
eea coffer dam, a waterprokt pit 400 by'be(wn the cars of the tunnels and Nasheille-Misaing.
17v feet In •iite and 76' feet deep, ra...!nagestees to tipper New York and Pittsburg  15.9
closed in concrete stalls eight feet, Brooklyn wti be oft the second floor st. boos  ▪ 184
thick. whieb „tend &ma to the ater.:below the surface. The trains will Mt. Vtrnon 
each other areand a big loop. 
31.7
nal rock ninety-fhe feet below the 'follow Paducah
murfac- of Church street. This tnt....:coming in at Cortland and nassine- Purnside
is to be a railway station abreolutely lout at Fulton street, arriving throngh Carthage
one tunnel and going ant In the sameunique and the most wonderful ever
conceived. It will receive the traintedlreetton. at intervals of three min-
er the railways that will run through tites, stopping just long enough to
discharge their passengers and ban-the lapels to Jersey City and bring
Into Lower New York by a line of • WilKW-eiV-One-P;atforill ited-rerlitre-sivt-
nineteen miles of single and nine other load on a different platform on
and one-half miles of double under- ; tilt other side. Thus collisions and
ground track the trains of the Penn- congesti.on and c,onfusion will he
eylvania, the Erie and the Lackasan- avoided.
na railroads, the passengers from the The Ante floor under the surface
steamships landing in Hoboken and will contain 'the waiting-room., in-
Jersey 'City and the cOmmuters who eluding concourse of 75,eoo square
live along lye hundred miles of trol- feet. where the 'passengers will bus
leys milady' in 'nprthem New Jer-Libeir tickets, cheek their baggage and
POT. be distributed to the different iltic s.
The flafirdad. Surrounding 'this enormous room
What is known as the Finderi and be a 'great department store. where
Manhnttan Company, of which Passenge-s and suburbanites can tin
liant McAdoo Is president. has Wen ihcir marketing and ;hopping with-
building two systems of tunnels tin- out going out of doors. There will
der the Hodson river-one between he telegraph offices, barber shops.
Hoboken and the shopping and hotel news stands. fruit and flower booths.
district of New York City, and theI.onfectionery shops, a government
other from Jersey City to the lower postoflice. restaurants and cafes. tele-
part of the business district. The phone booths, a barroom, a parcel-
upper tunnels were open for traffic ;room, cigar stores, offices where rail-
Feb. 25. when President, RoogeveltIaray and steamship tickets to all parts
prroxed Ft button and started the first;hf the world may be obtained • and
train. They have been running regu-slops for the sale of all the neeessar-
Ise,' trains of four Cars a) Intervals I its of life.
of three stipules and havrt made the' The 'second floor below ground I
distance between Hoboken and Nine- have already described,
teenth street and sixth steno. In eel. On the third floor, sixty feet be-
en nilautes. I described the system lOw the surface. is the machinery, the
In a letter the other day, plants for producing power and light
The downtown tunnels from Jersey and heat, for running the elevators
City to Broadway cilium:ethic with and for ventilating shafts; and there
Use subwitys,-the surface and the els. WM be a complete refrigerator plant
voted 1111011 near Trinity Chun*, will for the use of-the tenants Above. All
not be completed till about let of Jan. this Will be entirely Independent of
liar!, It ot the enormous terminals 
.. •
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River stage at 7 o'clock this morn-
ing read 30.2, a rise of 2.4 since yes-
terday •triorning. The river. is rough
and most towboats have tied up and
packets are running behind time.
The Dick Fowler got away at 8
o'clock- this niorning for Cairo with
a fair trip of freight. She 'will re-..i
turn tonight at 8 o'clock.
The Harvester got away at 5:110
this morifing for St. Louis with lose
-
BIEDERMAN'S
SPECIALS
26e
Pligs'• Feet. per c14 20e I
Bread. 3 idaves for 10e
Bananas. per dos  .10e
Lemons, per dos  12
Basket and Tea 25e
Borax°, per box 
U. S. Mall Soap. 10 bats.. ..... 25c
White Fawn Flour. per bag 75c
Swans DOWD, pet bag. 80e
Swana Down. Per bag 50c
Brass King Washboards 25c
• Karamel Cereal, per pkg lee
Cake Icing, per pkg 10c
3 lb. can risked Beans tee
2 lb. elan Shredded Pineapple..  lOe
ilav4Cia tried our Chick and Hen
Food. .9t is fine and at a very rea-
sonable peke. We have about 30,000
3 pkgs. fresh Potato ChIPS
the electrical system that furnishes strawberry bones and crates knocked
hinting 18 finished sat the telifitrifiOtiVe -1117Wir for the trains. Thatidowu we wish to dispose of citedp.
barges of coal for the West Keitucky
ICoal company.
The -Kentucky arrived from the
ITenneseee last night vith a big trip
lof freight an9 lumber. she went on
Ito Brookport to unload and taiht`on
freight and will leave for the Ten-i
qessee tomorrow night at 6 o'clock.
The Royal arrived from Golconda
this mOrning with a fair trip and re-
turned thii. afternoon at 2 o'clock.
The -George Cowling did a fair
business 41 bet' two trips from Me-
tropolis to Paduelkh today.
The steileer June arrived from the
jOlato yesterday afternoon with a bigtrip of sticks for spokes and single
I
trees.
The towboat Blue Spot arrived
from the Tennessee yesterday after-
jnoon 'with a big tow of ties and this
morning took her tow on to Joppa
She will return this afternon with a
tow of empty barges.
The Eagle Packet company sent
everything they
quarters up the
St. Louis today. consisting
Alton, a new packet boat, the
Echo and the quartermaster's
vilowmaimawwwe
!which was also used'as a wharfboat
and a' few fuel flats. •
The GeOrgia Lee leaves ClacitinatI
Itoday for Memunis. She will be due
!here Molday, afternoon.
The Peters Lee will be due here
IMonday afternoon on her way up to
Cincinnati. •
The Jahn S. Hopkins arrived from
i Evansviile at 10 o'sloek this morninghad at their winter 26 hours late. The Hopkins is doing
Tennessee river to the Joe Fowler's work beside her
of the own
tug *1
boat, I land.
and the wind was against her
day yesterday, making it hard to
Oflitial F'• este.
The Ohio, at Evansville and Mt.
Veroon. will continue rishig at least
five days, passing the Sod stage at
FIvansville by Friday night and at
Mt. Vernon during Saturday. At
Paducah and Cairo will rise for a
week. ..
The Tennesse. at Florence and
Riverton, will jail during the next 48
hours. At Johnsonville, will continua
rising for 12 hours, then fall.
The Mississippi! from below
Louie ao Cale°, will c.
for several days.
0111111111eimogneetallegligell.1.1.
OuR Haberdashery Department furnishes proof of thevivid efforts we ate putting forth to get the best
i
. 
i 
4
there s n every line for our patrons. ' It is this policy
which has built up for us the exacting patronage which
we satisfy so fully. Take for instance our
•
Crossett Shoes-Any rioritymention of thesupe of the
Crossett seems superfluous in a community.like.this,
where it is worn anextensi vely. Yet, you may know
the shoe and evelibave worn it without having seen
the classy new lasteshown for spring wear. There
Oxfords of HU kinds and shapes and, test yet,
they require no breakein in they're -,4rif,rtable
Lill they are all
gone . $3.50 and $4.00
In Neckwear-It's the gar6e sii"repeated; whatever
correct finds place here. We've fresh, exclusive
nongltietr. bric.ht with the hues and freehnere of
sprrog. We want the man who likes a line Tie and
thinks he can't get, it without, paying gl O or $2.00
to come here and haves look. see the bewildering
•variety. we offer   50c to $1.00
Don't over:ook the new match sets-handel chief and
tie to match;. they're u p-to-snuff  811.00
for
ou ' 11 .see the new ideas in KINGSTON CLOTHES, too, when you arc in; that's worth
the gate-money., And for style, they get first money in any class event. Note the prices:
$15.00, $20.00 and $25.00
Strawfiats-Even it the late tipple/is-.   autnewe in the weather
has made you cling faithfully to your Derby or
Sof% Hat, you simply must buy that straw hat
before long. Our show;ng is at Its teat now.
They're comet tif style, reliable in vality
and fair in
price  .......... $1.50 to $3
Negligee Shirts-You'll lee here
many new pat-
terns that are different from the cohesion sorts
seen everywhere-prices, too, art vastly differ-
ent from the so-cal!ed
' exclutive" store'
50c to $2.50
U. G. GULLETT 1 COMPANY
its Hive It. Ulm Dore Cad 312 BROADWAY "Take Your Fee to Gollett s"
P tor Porn
Zbe JiSabucab Sun.
APTERBOON A...ND 1113111ELY.,
VIII NUN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
• SIOSUPOILMHEL..
S. 11112121'0111„ General teaser
V. IL Prwedest
—  _
lhotairog as tlas po•tonios at Putman.
KIN se amend class matter.
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MN DAILY WM
Carrier per week  Ale
mall. per month, In advisees- .115
...esI
slam. per year, is advance ....Med
Wmm wnleitMLY OUR.
Yee year, by mall, postage paid ..11.115
Aullir. own THE SUN, Paducah, Hy—
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Payne & Yeas,. Odessa sad Mew
'fora. representatives.
THZ cra he fogad at the 'Mew-
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CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
Artie-19GS
1 4013 12
2 4116 11
I 41$9(24 18
4 4126 20 4081i
0 4122 21 4080
7 4126 22 4083
I  4128 .23 4055
11 .........4105 24 4085
10 4221 25 4081
11 4223 27 4057
12 4078 28 .. ... 4034
14 
26 
4f7 29 4031
4 30 4 4097
1
  •..4134
 4106
106,646
Average for April, 1902 41412
Average for April, 1207 3971
Increase  131
Persona :ly appeared before me this
May 2, 190.. R D. Mackfillen, busi-
ness manager of The Sun. who affirms
that the above statement of the circu-
lation of The Sun for the month of
April 1908, is true to the best of his
knowledge and belief.
Mr commission expired January
10, 1912.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
Daily Thought. '
"No troubles can abide the pres-
ence of a deuntless, optimistic spirit."
There will be a lot of loose wisdom
chre8lating In the evening air its about
four weeks.
  —o 
Bryan has not exhibited the courte-
ousners that has marked the conduct
of Secretary Taft In the contest for
delegates, and he has not held aloof
from-the home states of favorite sons,
with the result that In Minnesota he
received a sad rebuke at the hands of
Johnson's friends. Perhaps. Mr.
Bryan has been In the game so long
that he Is. getting callous; but Taft's
condtwt should bear .frtIlt In the fight
for the office atm the nomination.
He hes restrained friends from in-
terfering in Indiana. Illinois and
Peonsylvania, and, e'en though the
candidates of those states do not
wirm up in the impending struggle,
their friends must entertain the most
kindly feeling for Mr. Taft. There
has been no bitterness engendered in
those states by an ante-convention
fight.
('RIME AND CUSTOM.
, It has been customary to regard the
attitude of eastern legislators on pub-
'Tie issues with ettaultion on account
of their suspected subjection to bad
influences, and to regard the honesty
of the great west as axiomatic. Yet,
we find that the big timber
thieves of the great west have their
defenders in the senate as well as the
eastern "high financiers;.,' and th.'
speeches made against the forestry
bill indicate that even western poli-
ticians are imbued with the idea that
ceooks and gsmblers are inguential
citizens. It Is somebody's fault that
politicians look on the friendship 4,,f
this darn as powerful support
The truth its pee-nape, that crime :n,
the abstract is more repreivensibt.-
Zhao crime considered as the actual
deed of some individual or group,
. personally known to us Merely cut-
ting down trees is not such a hideoilt
offense in the eyes of poop's- accus-
tomed to riding through miles and
mile, of forests on the Pacific slope.
We view the forest sltu•tIon as one
little row of figures compared with
another, es-presenting the number of
feet of standing timber and the an-
nual consumption, and it Causes ni
dismay. To the man, whose eyes can.
tot pierce through the. forest standing
before him, It looks as though the
Umber supply is inexhaurelhle. Then,
tco, he knows the men who steal it.
and be does Dustups.% with them, and
he and his town are enriched Indi-
rectly by the proceeds of the unlawful.
though simple, operation of helping
themselves to all the timber they call
find. It is beyond the. ken of thug--
men to understand how a procedure,
that was perfectly lawful and proper
• few years ago, should suddenly take
on such a heinous aspect. Men do
not care much for the statutory char•
spier of an offense es long as they
consider themselves morally Justified
and don't get caught They actually
seem to think the goternment is about
to &trawl them of a time honored
r.gbi just to gratify tee villa% of at-
Itators and reform* 'look east."
"Yleverthelesia. t ow reformer.'
"heck eftet- will wile We never hope
to woe a revolution li
the efforts of Muse, who Mr neuetli
leg by existing conditioes. or re-
fordation aocomplialked by the friend
ii those to be reformed
KENTUCKY FOR TAFT.
There was a heap of harmony. lei'
mighty little compromPe in the star.
Republican convention. It may be
mooted question. as to whether th,
people or the federal employes woe
but there is no doubt as to who lost
The Sun, speaking for the west end
of the state,,,,has always maintained
that the sentiment for Taft was over
helming, and apparently this obsers.
ation has held good for the entire
slate. Kentucky may be accepted a,
a criterion of the situation over the
oountry. Kentucky, by reason of her
location and the sentimental attach-
ment between the comriumwealth and
Indiana, was counted in the Fair-
banks coluniA early in the estimates
,,f the political situation. Undoubted-
ly federal employes to a great extent
did favor Secretary Taft. He repre-
sents roust nearly and completely the
peculiar politics of this administra-
tion of which he 111 a part, and which
he openly Indorses. Loyalty to the
administration would dictate such
heliport, all other things being equal.
Hatt _Kentucky gone Democratic
'est fall. the support of the federal
officeholders might have been consid-
ered the sum and substance of the
Taft victory: but Kentucky elected a
full Republican ticket last fall and a
United States senator, and the latter
became the leader of the Fairbanks
forces, giving the vice-president the
advantage of having a general in the
field, fully equipped with the creden-
tials as party leader and endowed
with remarkable natural gifts for or-
rtnization and a politician of long
experience.
It would hare been but natural for
the state officeholders to have at-
tached themselves to, the triumphant
vandidate.for Unittrd 'Eltates senator.
and to array themselves against the
(-decal officebolders. had the latter
attempted to override the sentiment
or the state with anything like a fed-
eral machine. No other considera-
tions intervening, state officeholders
elected by popular vote Ismaili may
be found floating in the current of
popular opinion on matters that do
not affect their own interests.
The attitude of the state official
!s significant. Aside from Secretary
of State Ben 'Brauer, who with In-
ternal Revenue dellector Ed !smelts
swung to the !Fairbanks side so wanly
that they couldn't get back. every
s.ate official, excepting the governor.
was for Taft, and the governor has
been a constant admirer of Hughes.
but refrained from interfering in the
contest. The state officials found the
Taft sentiment_was dominant in Ken-
tucky. We believe it is dominant all
over the country, and we predict .that
Taft will be nominated *a the first
ballot at the Chicago conventioo. Iii
fact. Kentucky's 24. Utah's 5 and
Conoecticut's at this week bring his
strength very near • majority anti
give him additional prestige with
which to swing doubtful states into
line for the apparent wintier
SLIGHTLY IRtMOROITS.
-I started my busintes as a begin-
ner."
"And_11:-..eald• the ra_-_rag man, "he-
ron as *starter." - Lem.sville Courier.
Schoolboy Ammer&
Here are some teachers' questions
and pupils' answers taken from ex-
amination of papers In • Maryland
school:
What was the chief event of Solo-
mon's reign? He died
What religion bad the‘Britons' A
strange and terrible one—called the
religion of the Dudes.
What caused the death of Cleopat-
ra' It was itecauee she bit a wadp
Where is the c'iniate hottest?
Next 4o the Creator.
What causes perspiration? The-
culinary glands
Of what is the aflame of the earth
composed? Of dirt and people'
bit; Way..
"Pop. howls gas lundi.r
"Well-e.-the gas companies simply
make light of the eotenuner'se eten
pialuts."-Philadelphis Press.
hie
Kleptosnaebt (Imre.
"When Justice Brewer." said a
Rennes lawyer, "was on the Leaven
worth circuit as a criminal Judge, he
had no patience with the pleas of
hypnotism and such-like new-tangled
notions that then were coming to the
fore.
I "Orme f ' remember, man was
being tried before him for shoplift-
ing.
"A witness said he thought the
pnisoner had kleptomania
"'I preoime judge.' he added.
'you know what kleptomania te,
" 'Yes,' said the judge. 'I do It
is a disease that I am sent here to
it. tst-ealW Star.
- • Ns:A .. *•
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MYSTERY
By Menton Pdward Whits
And Swami ffupklas Adams
Oopyrtght, act: by McClure. Phillips•Co.
(Continued from hist Inoue.)
CHAPTER XXXII.
EST aud good food quickly
brought Percy Darrow beck to
his normal poise. One luster-
non satisfied Or, Treodon that
ail was well with him. He asked to
see the captain, sod that gentleman
came to Ivee' room, which had been
assigned to the resoled wan.
"I hope you have beeu able to make
yourself coinfertable." said the coni
mender courteously.
"It would be strange indeed If I
could not." returned Darrow. smiling.
"You forget that you hale set a sav-
age down 13 the midst of luxury..
-Make yourself free of Ives' things,"
invited Captaip Parkinson. "Poor Tel
low: He will not use them attain. I
fear." •
"One of your mem lost?" naked leer
row. "Atli Tive young officer WhoSe
IRA,' I found on the.heueli perbals?''
"No. But we have to thank you for
that burial." said the eaptain.
Darrow made a swift gesture. "Oh
If thanks are going." he erred, met
paused iii hopelessness of adequate ex
preseion
"This has beeu a bitter cruise for
us," eoutIntied the (etiolate. lie sigh
ed stud Was silent for a  Meth.
"There IS much to tell and to be told,"
he resumed.
"Much," agreed the other gravely.
"You will wuut to see Slush- tirst. I
presuuuer mid the captaiu.
"One of your oaten; whom] I have
not yet lied the pleasure of meeting?"
The captain stared. "Slade," be
said. "Ralph Slade."
"Atteareutly there's a missing Bak
Or-I fear I was not wholly myseif
yesterday for a time. Possibly some-
thing occurred that I did not quite take
in."
"Perhaps we'd better nnit." said
Captain Parkiusou, with obvious tuis-
giriug. "You're not quite rested
will feel more like"-
"If you don't mind," said Darears.
.composectly." "I'd like to get at MS
thing now. I'm tu excellent mask*
standing. I assure you."
"Very. well. I aft epeekiug 4F the
man who meted as mate IA ties iweeb-
tag ease The jonrualies Who-- G41111t1
beeves," ;Vhat arrant stupidity: I
have to beg your pardon. Mr. Darrow.
It has just occurred to me. lie culled
himself Eageu with you."
"Eagen: What is this? Is Kagen
alive 1'
"And ou this ship We picked lolin
up In au open boat."
-And you say he calls himself
Blade?'
"He is Ralph Made, adventurer and
Journalist . Mr Barnett knows Mut
and vouches fur bins "
"And be was on our island under art
assumed name." said Darrow la 'tome
that had the smootbutesa and tie twap.
of silk. "Rather anuoytur. Not goad
form quits, even for a pirate."
"Yet I believe be saved your Ma'
suggested the eaptaln.
Darrow looked up sharply. "Why.
yes," be admitted, "so lie did I bad
hoped"-- He checked himself "I had
thought that all of the crew went the
same way. You didn't filmi any of the
others?"
"Notes:7S
Darrow got to his feet. "1 think I'd
like to we Eseen-Slade--whetever be
calls himself."
el don't know." toegan the caotain
"It might uot Le"- Ile heeitated sod
stopited.
Darrow drew brick a tittle, rulainter
preting the other's attitude. "1/0 I un.
derstaud that I YID modeler restraint?
he asked stiffly.
-certainly ilot Why should you be'
remarked the other content
pistil-01y, "It really might be regarded
as • subject for lurestigation. Of
course 1 know only n small part of it
But there has• certainly been OU11111-
sinus cireUlliStLiticell. Piracy there has
teen, Ito doubt of that; murder. too. If
my Intuitions are not at fault, or at
letust a distappeterance th be aCeounted
for. Robbery taut be denied. And
there's a dead body or two to be prop-
erly atcredited." lie looked the cap-
tain in the eye.
"You'll find my story highly unsatis-
factory In detail, I fancy. I merely
want to know whether I'm to present
it as • defense or only an explahn
Hon."
"We shall INP glad to hear your story
wheu you are ready to tell it-after
you have seen Mr. Slade."
"Thank you." said Darrow simply
"You have heard his?"
'Yes. It weds filling In."
*When mry I see him?"
"That's for Dr Trendoo to say. lie
came to us almost dead. I'll gad out."
The surgeon reported Blade much
better, but all a fprivet with excite-
ment.
"Ilate to put the strain on him." tudd
be, "But he'll be in a fever tlif be gets
this thing off his meet. Send Mr. Dar-,
row to him"
After a moment's eopsiderttion
row said. "1 should like to have
and Dr. leendon present, Captain
Perkiest.% while I ask Eaten one or
two queutiona."
"ruder...tend one thing. Mr Darrow,"
said Trendon briefly, "this. is not yo be
an inquisition"
"All!" maid Darrow. unmoved. 'Tin
to be neither defendant nor prosecu-
tor."
"You are to respect the entottion or
Tsr Trenitor'S ostient, tile" said Cap•
fain with emphesis. '100t-
skis of that your ettitade toward a
N0110 who has tetep thought of your
his Gera le thin
ternaltie."
No little eyulciern lurked lu Darrow."
font* as be said:
"You have confidence in Mr. Slade
alias Eaten?"
"Yt'•••• replied CeliPtain Parthenon' its
a tone that closed that topic
"Still, I should be glad to have you
gentlemen present If only for • mo-
ment." hoisted Darrow presently,
"Perhaps It would be as well- on at' 
countof the patient." said the surgeou
siguiticantly.
"Very well," fessented the (otittain.
The three went to Eilatie's cabin. Ile
was lying propped uo in his bunk
Treadon entered first, followed bY the
captain, tneu Darrow.
"Here's your prise, Slade," said the
aurgeon
Darrow halted just inaide the door.
With an eager light In his face Slade
leaned forward and stretched out his
hand.
"I couldn't believe it until I saw
you, old wan." he cried.
Darrow's eyebrows went up. Before
Slade had time to note that there e,,,r
"Here's your prize, Made," erel cur-
no response to his outstretched hand
the surgeon bad jumped ill and lamb-
ed htrn roughly back upon his piiiw
-What did you promise?" he greeted.
'You were to lie Mill, eeren't you?
41s1 you'll do it or out we so"
stenbew are. you, laireen":" drawled
apron-.
"Not Eager'. I'm done' with that.
They've told you, haven't they 7" „
Darrow mettles] "Are you the only
survivor'!" be inquired.
"Except yourself:*
"The nligrer? Puts? Thrackles? The
captain? All drownedr
rNot the saptain. 'They mardered
him."
"Ah." said Darrow 'softly. "And you
-I beg your minion- yanr-er 'retitle
dispelled of the doctor in the Millie
"Ayr
"Handy Solomon." replied Shek•
with shakiug- lips. "Hell's got that
Bend, If there's a hell for human
reauds. They threw the doctor's body
ite,the Kurt"
"You didn't notice whether there
were any papers?" —
"It there were they most have been
destroyed with the body ellen the
lava poured down the eitiley Into Ow
"The lava., of roarer." assented Dar-
row, w ith elaborate nonchalance
"Well. he was a Mud oh] boy- a cheer-
ful, simple. wise old child."
"I would have given my right baud
to save him," cried Slade. 'It was SO
sudden-so dernuable"-
"Hotter to have waved hint than talk"
said Darrow. lie eisike with the find
touch of feeling that he exhibited "I
have to thank you for my life. Karen -
I hair your pardon -Slade. It's hard to
renternber."
Dr. Trendon arose and Captain Paris-
h:soon with him.
"Give you two houre, Mr Dormer."
said the surgeon "Ni more. If loe
seems exhausted give hen one of these'
powders. I'll hook In ins an hour."
At the end of an hour he returned
Slade was lying back oft his pilloee
Darrow was talking eagerly, confiden
thelly. In anether ii' 'ur he came
"The whole thing Is bar," he snit!
to Captain Puriiiison "1 atil ready to
report to 3-01.1"
'11:1111 evening." maid the* captain.
The Mein will want to bear."
"Yes, they will want to hear." as-
sented Darrew. "You've hall Slade'.
story. I'll take up where tie left "ff.
and he'll check rue. Mine's as incredi-
ble as-aa Riedel' was And It's as
true."
(Ts be costinimed in next %taste.)
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"To the Four Winds With Profits"
On Fine Cloth Suits
THAT'S been our battle cry during this sweeping Spring ClearanceSale of ours which ends tomorrow night. Our only consideration
has been get rid of the goods. And, if you're dollar-wise, you are
going to be on hand bright and early tomorrow morning to get your
share of tbe bargains. .' .• .• .• .* •• • .•
Our Entire Suit Stock Has Been Divided Into Three Lots
Lot No. 1, Lot No,
Lot No. 1—Includes our very best Suits that
sold for 130.(X) to 145.4)0. Some are Itajali
Panama, good lot of Plain Miasmas, some Rajah
Silks and others are Fart Worsted Clothe.
Now in this lot we give you choice, and there
are about 65 SOUS to select from, ineluding any
ahade or black; for any ie 0.6 Ch 5
you may select the pricti is ler VI • *IF
The kind of suits in this lot are the Nlerry
Widow, with their pretty braid sleeves, of elbow
length, fired beautifully wtth striped taffeta and
trimmed most artistically in braids or baeds of
silk. The kind of skirts they have are the 15
and 17 gored skirts that have a full flare, with
broadcloth bands, which make them the ne•et
stylish skirts shown today. There also the
Cornell Dip, with the neOw skirt, and the But-
terfly—all in the above lot.
Come
Saturday
Morning
2 and LotNo. 3
Lot No. 2—In this fsk.are the pretty Tourist
Suits, in the desirable summer shades of navy,
Copenhagen, browns, ehatopagnes—fortnerly
selling fur 120 to $25, and for jaunty little
dresses for going away there isn't any kind that
takes their place. These are made of Serges
and Chiffon Panama,, some of them in Wiry
stripes. The price on
this Jut is $14 95•
Lot No. 3—IL this lot are the odds and rods of
all our suit stoek, some in light shades, others
inedium and some are dark snits. In this lot
all styles are included and some these suits
are worth three times ILIS much aa we are aeking
for them during this salt. You may select the
one you like for the extreme-
ly low prim of ---.—...
317 Broadway
Closes
Saturday
Night
JUDGE WELLS
REPLIER tti JENNINGS' (111ARGL14
AGAINST HIM.
No Trust Mosiey reed IN Primerullea
ef the NIglat Riders in
way l'oeaty.
Murray, Ky., May 8.- The quit'.
which has characterized Murray since
the night rider cams were continue-el
until the August ternn of circuit court
was somewhat disturbed today by the
appessinuce of the seetnid artkie froffi
C..uela .% J. G. Wells in les
toatrevezsy with 0 J Jennings, edi-
tor of the Murray Ledge r, In regard
to the means used by Judge Wells in
suporessoig night riding in this coun-
ty In the second article Judge
Wells commend,. the change of atti-
tude of Mr. Jetiningai and expresses
the hope that he is genuinely cons' rt-
ed from his former position. The
judge denies belpg deolict In duty ,
as Mr. Jennings has charged---ahile
the night rider bands were being
fornaedi presents no objectiOn_to Mr.
nning's statement _that to Deputy
Sheriff John Holland is due much
ciedit for the work agalteet night rid-
ing in this county; denies that he is:
being paid a handsome fee helps
'Jug to prosecute the night inders, or
that the fee Is to be roalei by any trust,
but says that the meager fee will be
',Lid by the good citizens of Calloway
and of other parts of the state. .
—in paducedi The firm Job office
produeen the heist misting.
11146,161i1k9k1611116.
SUOMI ; . .
1516161611406‘16261220016206,616105BW341
Kansas City. klio . May 7 --There
are more know* In the testimony of
Kdward J Richard* than one can
find at the dock when a ship conies
In.
Shoot folly as It files. --Pope.i Richard', silo is president of the1
Ginger C,u.b, suing J. •C. Humes,'
reaident of big (rorkiy. concern,/
poor! flow motile You feelbetter. Latz'PO I lill t atter his wife had sued him for,
1 
seeps your oholo Isoldoo rigid. Gold es the divorce.
mown buck plait equirywourre roar Footsie.
Arctic lees Life.
Nowhere in the world has the dog
Ruth unrestricted right of way as in
our most northerly possession—Alas-
ka. In winter when the more than
00,000 square miles of tett Dry are
sealed up la solid ire, dogs are IC-
:nest the sole means of getting from
place to place In fart, they seem
necessary to .ife
The ar:storrats of arctic dog life
are the man frame in the service of
the United States government. They
are today a superior breed to the
dogs employed some half dollen years
ago before great gold discoveries de-
nianded Increased mail seevica.-e-Lida
?out-elves "Wham Dog Is King" Ii
Marc, St. Nichelait.
Old F'riend--Anything gone wrong
old man! All your family pent de-
H.e.t No. nothing .wrotig. Just
„pressed slot extrermev quiet,
a Lenten resolve not to knock any-
City T
us 
See DON'T HAVE TO WAIT 
if!'or 810.090, on the charge of allenat- Louis CLARK ,S SPECIALSMg his wife's affections. lie filed
said the guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Lawyer, Mr and 'Mrs Ald rman Mr.
Unmarried Man. Mrs. Grass Widow,
ni;- and Mrs. Richards end Mr and
Mrs. Humes. He saki Mrs Gram
Widow was called "Checkers," be-
Calle* 'hi' wore hosiery: that suggested
.the same and Insisted upon gritting
Around in a manner that go:Mid din-
'play the ehekcs to the hest advantage.
"What happened at tins party.
asked the lawyer.
"Well," said Richards, "Mr. and
Mrs. Humes began to serve coekt•lis
shortly, after We it, cocktails and
Other drinks. Everybody got pollute
ad.-
"Did Mr. 
I 
Hume kiss your .wife!" 
"I should say he did." .
"How did Mr. AldernIanbiet that
night?"
"Hs saw Toy wife kissing Mr.
Hordes oa a colich and Mr Alderman
kept running his hands through his
hair and 'Outing. 'For heaven's
• esils, HS Isles
Richards wail questioned at lengthi
about a party at,Iiiimere home Ile.
:17 Tbs. Granulated Sugar  SI40 4 can• Corn  2.5e.10 lb. bucket Pure Lard 
24 M hag Pansy Flour 
Itoo. Lump Starrett 
bra Swift Pad.15c
she was a g Did
with he.' Get off
let Sit there.' "
couen7"
"Yes, they used to reserve the
couch for Mr. Humes and 'My wife "
you Peer play any games at
these parties?"
"Yes,- said he, "se played 'In-
You use the rags as tents
and hold pow-wows under them,
Only two can get in a tent. Once I
found loilurtr out of the 'Toone
Mumps a:as klesetng my wifq.. and
'pens's. e:eri was knowing Mrs
Illunies. at outside and read a
neWS(Eiper...
"What's the name of that traine?'*
"Odd man nut."
--- -
Treatment of White pisegue.
we-dienetun. May e Naval sur-k
seems and the medics: profession In
general are watching with intense In-
terest the des elopment of a method
of treatment whksh hide hope for
,the 'Celina _of the white plague.
The cure was accidentally discov-
ered by nasal sturgeon Barton Leslie
Wrixitt while adminiatering mercurf
for another aintent. There are now
35 cases under treatment at the naval
hospital at NeN Furl Lyon, Lai AO. I
mate, Colorado. and aerording to an
account of the discovery jest pub-
lished by.. Dr. Wright in the Naval
Medical Bullet's. extraordittary
progebient lit being shown In all of
them
The mereury Is administered by ,
h.ypodermic Inject:on which la fol-
lowed almost immediately by marked
ilmproverni-nt "M the patistat's eon-
d'tl'Ome the 35 cases.- Rays Dr. Wright.
-30 art- showing improvenono. as ,
evidenced by the reduced pulse rate ,
and temperature curve-. Inereased ap-
lie tite, lewherred rough and a gaits in i
weight. The remaining flee are bold
their own.
"We have exclusively dernonatrated I
that It w1:1 cure extremely advanced
tribereuloels of the larynx and pharynx
in a remarkably short period of time.
"We have shown that It produces
marked Improvement In advanced
monary lesion*, and that if also has,
a decided beneficial action on tuber-
cular glands."
you go to school'
that couch anti, MILLION SHORT
••••....1=0••••••
(11 H1Fat 1,1.1.E.GHENV .314-
! HINTED 10011 EMBEZZILENIENT.
hart or Fortner Depoeit le...4 New to
ll'OSee Nis la fah Mame, It
I. timid.
•
Pittsburg, Pa , Mar ---/W-1-1iwt.1
Montgomery. known to almost eyety
one in Intieburg a• catitier if
the Allegheny Materiels! hank, .:he
most iniporiant financial inettisitun
(root a political etanelpoint iof tiny in
Lbw cily. was arreated In the eank.
ctarged With eint.zzlnig an Mini, toe
sum of usoney from the bank 14rt ter
ku er, his • rt
iss.e.Nip at lemt. It is b 'lever. that
tilt will be More fhan that, plihonisTy
to $1 45011,11414,
Th.- first intinsatkin came !rem
Henry Herber, the former payio:. t,'.-
her of the Farmers' iieiewet National
batik. who with former Auditor
beanie rubbed that institution (Y. °v..):
1 $1.14);...poo.
Keiber and Young are In Pei .1'1J
Itteiber 'mated-that ecru of oc tit-
ruensc sum yr niosey he took fr
, Farmers' National bank had A..'
Wand to Montgomery to 114-.111 Matte iii
his shortage A hurried a-Remits:won
• ; Montgomery's book* 0111. 1,64 SI4
a *avant was- at onti-ewoftt nut for
Monty:tine ry arrest
The bank is declared eolvenT
Folds It has' a capital of $:;dal•Ottil.
a gunshot of $700.0.011 and a large re.
serve fund
Some of tile wealthiest nom in
Pittsburg Sr.' connect...1 with the in -
Wootton Both !lace% and the state
carried aceounts in the 'bank.
For yeare the Allegheny National
hank has been the headquarter% of
It -publican politicians The late 4 it-
toe r Matthew ft Quay 'florins made
the bark his headquarter,. and siring
all of the Quay campaigns Montenni-
ery handled the Juay money, Most
ef the Allegheny count% Republicans
of the present dav are prominent itt
the hank
For Saturday, May 9
$1 00
25e
4 dopen Clothespin..  5
pkgs. I. it
3 bags Salt  toe
- boxes Searchlight Matches   10c
1 2 boxes Shinola  15e
1 :1 boxes Toothpicks  10c
2 10e cans Royal Baking Powder 16e
.1 packages Currants  26c
'Lange Nutmegs, per down  Sc
ct:',e bottle Queen olives  2irf
1.4 M. can White Cherries  25c
pkgs. Ferndell Rolled Oat/   15c
Itirtart can ("ern Syrup ... lie
2 boxes Porvela  1,6
11 eans !needing'  102 cakes Rising gun Stove Polish 
2 c.akce Moog°
2 "aloe lionarni  1
2,-11) cans Marie June Poas   2
Mutton Chop Totes ,.4'
2 boxes Black King Move Pollak 15c
Ic
2 tans% Antler Brand Salmon .... 25c
I lec own% Pork and Deans  ^
cans Little Fellow Peas . 2'5e
2 cans Thistle Pea*  25e
cans Ferndell sifted Ptilu  400
3 2-lb carts Acme Peaches   IOC
: 15e crone C reamCorn  2toe
3 fific cane Asinaragtaa  lily)
2 lib cans Aprirot Preserves ... 25e
2 31ti cans She ed Tabie Beets 21e
2 dozen Lemorte   2-,e
Fresh Pineapples, each  Doc
lSc bottle 11r Priett's VanIlla Ex-
tract
'"'s Navy Deane 
Preakfast Bacon, per lb 
raiser Cured Bacon, per
c 2 Ma. Codfish 
e Spiced Herring 
SITanierd Halibut, a ITS.
54 dnioked Salmno . a n!.
Se pkg, 811001.5 
HealthIi oolots vet ''001;
 241e
25e
lue
I lc
161.
10e
lit'
1Se
ell
. I •
• •
4
•
sr-
till) Nit v s
Saturdp's Specials at our Market House
Ideal Meat Market and fancy Grocery
Roasting Ears Corn.
Fancy celery  Sc•
Cranberries, per qt 2ec
Swan Down Flour '85c
Woodcock Flour ti5c
Omega Flour 85c
Strawberries. fancy  be
Pineapples, 3 for  25c
Turkey s,
Ducks. •
Spring Chicks.
Hens.
Stooked.Tongue.
Cantelogpes.
Sweet bads.
Beiglaneliressed Squabs. .
Tomatoes', per bsskt4 50e
cueumbers    Se
Squash    Sc
Beans. per qt..  10e
Peas, per qt Ike
Tenet Egg Plant, 2 for.  25e
Bananas, per dos  lise
Can Corn luc
Can Peas
Red Sitatmer.
eremites.
Black Bass.
Halibet.
Lake Trout.
Shrimp.
Cherries. per box 10c
Calf Brains.
Hog Brains.
Lambs.
Olives, fancy, per bottle 25e
Apples, per peck a5c
Fresh Potato Chips 10c
Sugar, granulated. 16 lb 
for $1.00
New Potatoes. per qt....10e
Thf best Tea on earth.
her lb. $1.00
Crystalised Ginger, box..15e
Ginger Preserves, jar....40e
Mushrooms, per can 20e
CHEESE.
Cream, per lb lSc
Edam. per lb $1.00
Pineapple Cheese, per
potted 50e, The, $1.00
Limburger, per lb 20c
Brick, per lb  , .16e
Maraschino Cherries
Remember, our butcher
shop is open on Sunday till
12 uelock noon.
X
THE LOCAL NEWS
• -- Dr. GHbert, osteopath, 400%
• Broadway. Phone 196.
- Forms for real estate agents for
• sale at this office.
H. c• Wallas has left the
city or a few month., and I have,ac-i
quired an intareet In his Weskit's* and
•6' shall look after It for-itim. Any in-
formation with references to any
branch of it will receive prompt at
tention if you will call up The Stan
office. Huth phones 358. B. J. Paz.
ton. •
We can give you the finest ear
rages in the city for aedding, ball
and theater calls. Our prices are low-
er than these charged for like 'melee
in eny ely. In America.- Our service
Is second to none, and the best in Ude
city. - Palmer Transfer Company.
-If you r want a nice lawa  sow
.Brunson's lawn gram seed. Flower
seed that grow. Brunson's Flower
Shop. S29
----eeramerate Cameras, Cameras. and
ikodak supplies of all kinds at IL D.
Clements & Co.
• -W. F. Pere!, painter and dam-e. 
rator. estimates furnished. prices rea-
sonable. Old phone 1556. Shop and
- residence. B26 Clark.
- - For hpuee numbers, door plates,
brass stencils, brass and aluminum
'etiecits of all kinds, rubber tee*
markers. See The Diainoed Steep
Works. 115 (tooth Third. Phone 2111.
- advertising car of Gantry
Bros'. i1 andpony allow. which will
exhibit here May 16. -arrived this
gowning to bill the town.
lioy.ter••ti with roaches? Wbat's
the use when one box of Kamielter's
Iteereilnator will clean !ern outs
- Alien Futtreil. colored, was ar-
rested this morning by Consuble A.
C.- Melton on a charge of tiou-inip-
port of hie lelant-child-e( His treat
will be held tomorrow morning st 10
o'clock before Magistrate C. W. Rm-
.
try
I
are are receiving new, fresh
every day. diennarteta tf flo••• 4'0'111'41414U
4.144/Pliceur, hir., Juke (*olorado appler.
Peimeeids plaeormatrt% pram
hew y ItsusItt:14--11he elhOteeoit OAKS
that grow. Try eur importatioe of
pore Hike on, Se. a pled. imperial
kmeirif. i -liessiMei ay .
Wee Plants for Two Omits.
Brunson's last nut on bedding
/4'04410.. Ruse plants. Geranium.Coleas,
rte., at 2 remit. Largest and best
assortment of roses at lowest prices
ever offered in Paducah.
C. L. BRUNSON & CO.
Rowlasdtown.
CLAYTON'S
Famous
Dog Remedies
Tbia is the !Allison of the
year when it is fettled 10
eradicate all trails Of disease
Jia the dog's aystenit with •
Int does of these standard
remedies. We baye ifft in-
teresting little bcok which
tell.; all st•otit dog diseases
and how to cure [them; it's
yours for the asking. C110-•
ton's dog reniedies are sold
exclusively hy us.I
. •
6ilbert'sDrog Store
4th sad Broadway
mDer !boas IS, I. ,
I.
I,ne 1694 a bell was imported and
gave such pleasure to the members
of The little parish that they used it
From door to door he traveled,
rapped loudly-end cried, "Chtlrele
time," ,
Notices of all kinds, *ether of
funerals, chriaitentbia• W1 041111P1 ftr-
He has been in the County jail two' Great Maraments and • Their 
merrymakings, were handed first to
eeeks and appears to grow worse, Hymnse-ilre. Iluscoe Blirnett 1the sexton, who in turn gave them 
to
according to attendants. Current Events of the month.
• - Music.
trassety femme Orders. • --- 
- '
Leap Tear Dance of Younger crowd to the dom a e.
Tonight. At the termination of the service.
The leap year dance of the younger as lb Other Dutch churches, the dea-
set •w1:1 take place this evening at ootla took nit the collection With long
the Three Links building on Fifth poles laving little velvet bags hung
street and Kentucky avenge. It is on the ends and a tinkling bell to
given in compliment to a number of wake the sleepers to the responsIbill-
visitors in the city and will be a ties of a contribution. 
-
pleasant affair. • •
- Sailors Tattoo.
La Coster Cospie. The American sailor is setting new
Miss ABM McGee and -Dr. .1. M. records for decorating his body with
In Police Court. Lee. popular young people of IA fanciful tattooed 
designs, according
The docket in police court this 
Center, were married yesterday after- to a report made to the Bureau 
of
morning was: Drunk ___ gem Nenee d\son at 4:30 o'clock at the parsonage 
Medicine and Surgery by Surgeon A.
anLMethodis  church. 
Farenholt, of the navy.
Muse Watts._ mimed, $1 eel of the Broadway
costs. Brea-h of peace.- John Haynes WM-We ev. G. T. Sullivan. The
-edire-l-- Out -of 3,572 eases. the Bret en-
colored. $20 and costs. Grand tar- is a popular young woman of La ('en- 
listment records show that 23 per
"ne _e.seeese meooemkk. examine,. ter and is proprietor of the Lane cent were humen picture books. The
ton waived and bond fixed at $300. 
reenlistment records showed that thehotel. Dr. Lee is the leading drug-
Malicious shooting--Herbert Witnell gist of La Center and an affable 
habit had become so popular that 54
cent had taken it up.
continued ant.ii-lilap../4. -Houdebrehii--•man with Ail-11° Willi°Ciat-e-L---htr' and Plee
ing--Den Wilsom colored, held to ".1.a. 
ere iii-iio-11-niftle'the size, mine-
answer 
left this afternoon for their'
_.1. home In La Center. The wedding was acy and position of the , designs. Aand bond fixed at $34ro. 01
woos money 
by
 false pretenses
 a quiet one with no attendants. The emninea--ite picture of the whole 
reew
Ben Wilson, colored, held to 
wouldn't leave a patch of skin as_eed bride wore an Eton suit of 
Breach
Copen-
:21  hagen blue, with hat, gloves and large as a postage stamp without
jury, and bond axed at $300,  shoes to harmonise.,,r peace-Boas Sargent and Herbert 
,some device or other.
IWhitnell, continu d until May 1.5. •
-••••••••••••=0
Mr, T L. .Roeder, who accidentally
goon Farenholt, "and constitute aboutseoth emelt, is a little improved to-
-. la Hankrupter. .: day, and Dr: Pendley stated that If 26 per cent of all 
Ink marks, Coats
In the bankruptcy case of the ' - 
Suathern Peanut Company, 
Referee no complications arise in the seat of arms and 
national emblems foe
Rigby issued the order this afternoon. 
four days, Mr. Roeder_ will get wel: llow 
with Mout 25 per cent. ther 
___
' flags, anchors. etc. One in every
that the Pittsburg Coal company imi 
Ws. .1. T. Wright of North Fourth ,
three men tattooed selects a design.street, Who fell In the front yard tworequired to pay $50 Into the estate of some part of which there is a female%mks- ago and sustained ineuries, isthe Southern Peanut company for !figure. Less than 1 per cent show
much improvedrent that Is claimed due by the estate !indecent subjects: almost legariably
Miss Anne Boswell, 302 North See-of the bankrupt.
enth street, is visiting relatives in Er-
such designs have been covered_ by
rkee th
anevIlle, Ind. 
lother work. Amoe. types are
Dr S Z. Holland, of Grahamville,
apprentice - knot; pig on dorsum of
. 
foot. supposed to shield its possessor, seas In the city today visiting MendelTracka Covreed and Reines From
rakers Was Delayed. - 
Mrs. William Hodge went to Ora-
from death by drowning; ermine,
haniville this morning on a visit to
which, in ease of death would insure
----
Panama. May I Secretary of her deserter. Mrs. 
John Lon,g. - 
Christian burial in a Christian country
I•
War Taft arrived at Colon early me t The Rev. T. B. Rouse, of 
&della.'and 'Jerusalem Cross,' which would
!answer the same purpose on Moslem
visited friends and _relatives In LoneMorning and was met at Cristobal by 
k today. 
,shores. Of the latter there were 14.
Colonel Goethals. Secretary Bishop Oa Ian in reenlisted men. One ;nen was
and the members of the canal cont-' Mr. Cecil Reed returned last night adorned with a sock covering each
het° a visit to 
'Louisville and Mr"foot atid extending above the ankles:
heed remained In Louisville to visit another with a fox-hunting scene, the
for a few days longer. Idoge in full cry over the abdomen. up
-, Attorney dace' Fisher, pl_.; Benton.. ovs; the skottklec_and down the bark
was in the City today on a business The entire back' was covered in one
trio. cage by a large Masonic column and
Mr. H. W. Key, postmaster at May- glow 'Little Egypt' figured In two
field, was in the city today en route cases and a copy of a beer trade-mark
home from Louisville, where he at In one. The following designs were
the clerk, who stuck them on the end
the bamboo pole which he kept
for that purpose and.reached theta up
TAFT ESCAPES LANDSLIDE.
1. NEWS OF COURTS
• V
THE PADUCAH ENTAIN'n \
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
parents, Mr. and Mrs. ft. B. Linn. of
North Fifth street.
Mrs. Carl A. Faust has returned
from a several smite' visit to rela-
Informal keening for Visitor, 
 lives at Hartsville, Teal.
Conductor V. C. Hickman. oL the
lucky avenue. entertained a few of 
Illinois Central, has returned from a
visit to Princeton. .
Miss Helen Van Meter. 505 Ken-
her friends informally last evening int Mr. E. D. Miller. of Calloway
shpornioorgitoefld.ML.L.RwohbeorthsCslasnamilitaend, toefiocclronBteYn.tosond. Postmaster Hardin Ford.
were here this morning
fore in thigeelty and is very popular en route home from the Louisville
here, convention. 
e _
- Mr. and Mrs. R. B: Bratjahaw went
1
Mesmer nee He. Two fefeeeesseg to Eddy villa this morning to visit
licetinge. i friends.
The Woman's club met in regular' Mrs. L. P. Branton, of O'Brien's
i session yesterday afternoon at the addition, is visiting relatives at Flor-
klub building with Mrs. James A.lence Station.
Rudy presiding. The usual amount of Mrs. J. R. Wilkinson returned to
propene business and department re- her home at Saltlike Tenn., this morn
ports were considered.
The resignation of Mrs. George C.
Wallace as chairman of the Philan-
thropic department was regretfully
received by the club. Mrs. Wallace
has made a most capable and devoted
officer. Miss Elisabeth Sinnott was
appointed to the position. The choice
is a happy one, as Miss Sinnott has
been actively identified with the
Chanity club and has fine executive
abilities. Two new members were
added to the club, Mrs. Mare An-
thony and Mrs. James English.
There 4411 be Just one more regu-
lar meetlitg of the ciub held for this
season. on May 21. In the afternoon
a business meeting will be held, after
which the club is invited by the presi-
dent, Mrs. James A. Rudy, to have
-a cup of tea" with her as hostess.
In the evening there will be an ora-
torio given under the directlon of• 
IMisa Virginia Newell, chairman ofIn (bruit Coast.
'the Music department of the club.All eases set down for trial in dr-
The open meeting which followedcult court were 'either coatinued or the beertness session was under theset forward today and but a short 
auspices of the Art department of theseesken was held. 
club. A delightful program was pre-
Judge litiudriek hantlid down de- muted.
eisions In wo divorce suits, granting'
(hr prayers of the plaintiffs in both bRillessi Use nerroot Recede meeting.••
Ing after visiting her father, Col. B.
p. Linn, who has been seriously 111.
AttorneeCiyarles C. Grassham re-
turned last night from Eddy ville and
left eagain at noon today for Eddy-
ville to hold court.
The Rev. and Mrs. W. H. Pinker-
ton, of Ghent, who have been.vietting
frienes ie the city, will return home
Saturday.
Hiss Lula Reed. Mies Marjorie
'Crumbauglie Miss Anna May Yelser
and Miss Anne Bradshaw went to
Fulton this afternisqa to visit friends.
Miss Carrie Rielt413. 628 Kentucky
avenue, left today for Indianapolis to
vialt-Mrs. Laurin J. Drake.
Miss Beatrice Young eeturned to
Louisville today.
CHURCH 1131111..
Quaint Wave of the Harty Dutch set.
tlers in the New Worki.
As early as 1659 the Detch.settlers
at Kingston, N. Y., erected with their
own hands a little church building
and dedicated it the following year.
When a regular Minister arrived from
Holland the -same year, writes Mrs.
Nelle Unties' Wallingloa hi "Historic
The Alumni association is meeting Churches of America," be found him-Wheat.. Carter was divorced from.this afternoon in regular_ monthly self a demi-ale with aeakettabembip oflititon Carter and Joins Jones from'session at the High school 'auditorium but sixteen souls and salary paidEntine Jones. lit is the final meeting for the year In wheat, which was then a legal ten-The cult of C Wile Cooper for $2.. and-an important business one. The der among these humble tellers of00-0 damages against the Paducah program under the direction of the the sell.Traction company was continued no- Current Events committee Is:
ti next term. Cooper claims he um' Vocal Solo (Selected)-Miss Lett a.
wrongfully ejected from defendant.* Puryear _
street car on Christmas day. ,ittflier on Current Events-Miss
The case of A. T Misfiles against 01,e_*, bolo. to annotince the hours for meals for
.1. K. Bondurant was reset for the • the farmers of the neighborhood.
20th day, -
J. Ce_Flournoy was agreed upon to
try the damage suit of Fred Collins
modest B. Holt and the case was con-
The liquor license of itednson di
Ttaker at Ilieventli and Trimble street/
was transferred to .1 W. leberlee.
The Gybe Bank and Trust company
filed • notice asserting a lien against
the life equity of James E. Wilhelm In
the proeerty at Fifth and Jefferson
streets, owned by Mrs. Wilhelm dun",
ing her life time. The' lien is to Se-
1cure judgment for $5,611 rend -red
in circuit eourt.
oeal Solo (Selected)-Mre Lela• • The observance of ow qnaint cue-
Wade, Lewis.
- was-reminiscent of their former
Missionary Tea TIM, Aftereoen. 
ilife in HoTlamj-the aanooncement
by 441te„ gray-haired sexton between
The Woman's meditate- of Grate ''''i•' f f first d lasttinged until a later day in the term. lePlaeblial church is having its Ills 
.
-- ----Church bells that the hours for ser-The suit is for $10,000 damages anti sionary Tea this afternoon at the
1 vice had arrived. •grows out of the shooting of the plain- pariah house. Mrs. David Cady
Off by the, nefendant, who was an OM-, Wright is the hostess. The program
ter of the Illinois Centeal Railroad, being presented includes:
company. I Societw of St. John the Baptist and
Ws bb Ray, a negro, was adjudged Older of. the Holy- Cross-Mrs. Ar-
a lunatic and ordered to the asylum. thur Jasmine - - -
Mission. At 11 o'clock Mr. Taft and
his party left on a special ttain for
Culebra. Shortly after his train had
passed Black Seramp a slide of dirt
and rock, caused by rains, covered
the track and delayed traffic for sev-
eral boors. Secretary Taft expressed
pleasure at the progress being made.
The treaty question with Colombia
and otheY iliportant matters will be
considered by Mr. Taft while here.
President Reyes. of Colombia. Is now
at Cartagena
1111.14T SOUTHERN °RATON.
Butler, Ky.. Itoy Wiener of the 11
noel t'onte•il.
Lexington, Ky . may I. - -Thomas
A. lionston, of Better. Ky.. won tie.
eighteenth annual southern oratorical
contest„ here at Morrison chapel,
Transylvania ileiversity. defeating
iier other representative, of mothers
colleges and ettfeereitles.
tended the Republican convention
! Ws, Edward H leringhurst left to-
day to visit the M•Isees Lockett in
Henderson.
Miss Cora Wilgus. who wit; otter-
teed on at Riverside hospital three
weeks ago for appendicitises improv-
g rapidly.
Judge W. D. Greer shows no ere
provement in his condition. It is
mile a question of hours or a few thee
& till the end will come.
I Mr. J R Stagg went to Eddyville
today on business •
Mrs Ja.sees W. Clark, 1114 flostb
Fourth- striae: is ill at tbe.grIll. '
"Letters, mottoes, initials and al-
tied devices head the list." says Sun
found to be more wiener on teenliet-
ment than among those who came di-
rectly from civil life- Goddess of libe
ert), shIpa, eagles, pigs and appren-
tice knot"
"I suppose con expect to receive
relden harp and crown some day,"
sad the wandering evangelist
"Oh, not 'necessarily.' replied the
druggiet. 'but I erpect something
jest as good."-Chicago Daily News
Before taking a bender 'be sure
you are right.
,
tee* for his subject "The Rae of the Mrs. Harry Lean wit arrens todayJ Don t be in a h,r ,, to life if
trim bisobvills to visit r Mulikal141 us would. live long.
HARRY G. TANDY
DIES AT DAWSON
Well Known Newspaper Man
and Politician.
Mrs. Joseph L. Friedman Buried ThiS
Evening-Funeral of John
Sugars.
• •
JOHN GRAHAM MILLAR DIES.
•
Harry G. Tandy, formerly a well
known newspaper man. of Paducah,
and a prominent meMber of the Beck-
ham administration, died last night at
Hi o'clock at Dawson Spengs, where
he and MTS. Tandy were staying for
the bet:milt of his health.
Mr. Tandy's death came without
warning to relatives of Mrs. Toady
here. Mrs. Edmund P. Noble, a cous-
in of MTS. Talicly, went to Dawson for
Sunday and took little Elisabeth
Tandy, who had been staying here
attending school, but Mr. Tandy was
not considered to be dying, or rela-
tives would have been there. He and
Mrs. Tandy were expected here the
last, of the week to Stay with Mee
Noble, as Dawson had ceased to bene-
fit him.
Mr. Tandy had been ill of heart
trouble apd dropsy for eighteen
months. He was first afflicted at
Frankfort and went to Dawson. His
recuperation at that time was slow;
but he finally recovered in a measure
his health and last •November he re-
turned to Frankfort to live. A few
weeks ago he became ill again.
Mr. Tandy was reared at Hopkins-
ville, where he was born 35 years ago,
the son of Mn. and Mors. leased Tandy.
His mother le dead and he is survived
by his father and two slaters and two
brothers. His father and one sister
now reside in Mississippi. Mr.
Thomas Tandy, a brother, and until
recently clerk at the Palmer House, is
in Cuba or on his way there, and an-
other brother is in the Philippines.
Twelve years ago Mr Tandy was
united in •mariage, no miss Elizabeth
Segenfelter; Of this ally, and one little
daughter'-bad blamed the union. She
with her Mather survives.
Mr. Tandy learned the printing
trade as the beat means of entering
his chosen field, the newspaper, end
for a long time was identified with the
reportial staffs of the Standard and
the News in this.city.
Early is his career he developed a
talent 'lei practlifat pOlitiei anN
geniality won him influehtial friends
He was the close friend and advisor
of ,Governor Beckham and held re-
sponsible positions at Frankfort. He
accompanied Governor Beckham on
his canvasses in the western part of
ibe state..-.: '
Mr. 's bypdx will be brought
to Pad neat, his , evening at 6:20
o'clock fisam:Dwer.oe -and will he tak-
en to the residence of Mrs. Ed P. Nos
hie on the Broadway road, where the
funerel will be held.
The funeral of Harry G. Tandy will
be at 4 o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
John Graham Miler,
Mr. John Graham Miller, 29 years
old, died at his home in Sharp last
night at 6:30 o'clock of tubercular
eningitia, being sick only a few
days. Mr Miller Is survived by one
sister, Miss Betty Miller, and five
brothers, Irvin H., Joe J., R. R.. B.
• P.tall: ?MX --"1
SATURDAY'S SEVEN
7c is the price -most noth-
ing---Hart has set for the fol-
ing articles Saturday, 9th:
10 qt. Tin Dish Pan,*
3 tit. Tin Milk Pan,
3 qt. Tin Pudding Pan,
12 Goat and Hat Hooks,
Galvanized Wash Pans,
Sewing Machine Oil,
Rolling Pens,
Lemon Squeezers,
Motu* Traps,
Egg Whips,
Dish Mom
6 qt. Flaring Buckets,
4 qt. Covered Buckets,
Child's Garden Sets,
Scrub Brushes,
Potato Mashers,
Candle Sticks,
Coffee Strainers,
White Wash Brushes,
Butcher Knives,
Potato Slicers,
Oil Cans,
00coa Graters, •
Enameled Basting Spoons,
Tin Baiting Spoons,
°Matte Sauce Pans,
Tin Sauce Pans,
Bridle Bits,
Curry Combs,
Enameled Dippers,
Soap Dishes,
Buggy Wrenches,
Tin Ladles,
Hatchets,
Enameled Chke Pans,
Tin Cake Pans,
,lanurieled Pie Pans,
Garden Trowel&
Ice Picks,.
ell Cans,
Sitters,
Bird Cage Hooks,
Cake Turners.
•
GEO. 0, HART & SONS CO.
• Subscrasers inserting want ade in
The siva will kindly remember that
all such items are to ha paid ter whoa
the ad is inserted. the rule applying
to meg ,one Waimea emeritus.
RGOM0 for rent 510 Jefferson.
WA.NTRIX----A white girl for gen-
mei housework. 1626 Monroe.
-FOR REag-Nice large furnished
room, 419 South Third.
FOR SALE--Yosaug double yellow
bead parrots, 400 South Third,
WAN1'ED-43M experienced solici-
tors at Great Pacific Tea & Coffee Co.
HOUSlif CLEANING nesaiione bY
Reed & O'Hara. Old phone 863-a.
FOR heating and starewood risk
ital. IF: Levin.
FOR RICHT-Fie-robe cottage;
1022 'Monroe. Apply te F. M. Fidler.
OVERSTREET, the painter. Old
phone 2669.
NURSE GIRL wanted at 514 North
FOR SALE cheap; stern-wheeT
sasoline boat June laylug at Pitt.,
burg Coal company's landing, city.
-CARPENTER contractor. Prompt
attention to repairing, Call E. E.
efoote. New phone 52k. •
WANTED -se Latleoe'lltallagrapher;
wholesale business. State Algenriente
tied salary eexeected. Address loch
box 585.
WANTED-Young pen. 1k years
old and over to learn harness. trade.
Starks-t'llman Saddlery Co., 1036
North Eighth street.
,..BARCsAIN, easy payment*. Five
room house near Union depot. Cash.
02661. balance $5.00 per month. Mc-
Cracilen •Rea1 Estate and Mortgage
Co., BIS South Sixth., Old phone 76S,
Hew phase 62.
--ITTCSTICID-e-We desire to notify
those who have Picture frames In our
shop on order that they should call
for them not later than Saturday,
ffi$t'9, in order to keep them front
being sold nday. We shall not be
responsibie for work not called for by
that time. Sanderson & company,
 488 Broadway.
FOR RENT-Three room house,
1e3.0 Monroe street.
FURiNIAIWD ROOMS for light
housekeeping. 313 Madison.
WANTED-Au eeperienced insur-
ance solicitor. Address T, care Sun.
rhAl'OC --HEGARTY, plasterhig
,contractor. Prompt attention to Job-
bing. Phones 1833.
I WANTED=FisItIon by stenograph-
E. and Tod Miller. The funeral was.er with 7 years' experience. Addrelse
held this afternon at 2:34 o'clock St K.. care Sun.
the residence. The burial was In
RENT-2-Two houses. 6•14
Bethlehem cemetery, three miles 
Clay and 627 North Sixth. Modern
from Sharp. ifiroprovements. Inquire 533 N. Sixth.
WANTED .1.11 all-around meat'Mrs. Friedmaa's Funeral.
- !cutter. Apply or write to Joie
IQ The funeral of Mrs. Joseph s Biederman Grocery 'and Baking- Co:
Friedman. whose body was bro=
here from New York last night, 
i-
FOR RENT--4 room cottage, 12ir
place this afternoon at "The Pines." Montoe street. Apply 315 South
'the Friedman summer residence. Second. Old phone 710. ', 
There was a great many friends of I --WANTED---Position by a good
the family attended the services at bookkeeperand office man. Addrial
the house and followed the body to 11.. Y. Z., Bun office.
the Jewish cemetery, where the
burial took place.
Funeral of John Fingsra.
The funeral of ('apt. John Sugars.
• MOVING WAGON, cutting gram,
hauling rich dirt. Thomas Bailey.
Old phone M. ..•
RENT-- Three unfurntsbed
rooms near Broadway. Apply 332
Who died in Arizona. will take place North Third street.
Monday afternoon at 3:30 at the resi-
dence of Mr. Samuel Sugars, 221 FOR MOVING, hauling, packing of
Hanthan boulevard. The body is ex- picnic was", call 705. Bole phonee,
pected to arrive here Sunday night. George Rock.
The Knights Templar will have FOR SALE-A bargain. Barber
charge of the arrangemetitte Dr. W. shop. 1721 Meyers street,. New
E. Cave, pastor of the ripit• Presie-
terian church. and Dr. R. B. Moore.
pastor of the First. Christian church.
will officiate.
TWO CHILDREN ARK HARRIED.
phone 1621.
FOR up-to-date painting aiiiriii:
hanging. McClain & Rogers. Both
phones 961.
J. E. MORGAN' horse sticIlL
general repairing, rubber teak 40f
The Groom is Only Righters, While Snath Third'
LOCT -- One ring with round opal,Rrker et Five Veers His Junior.
setting. Finder return to Dr. P. H.
Sergent. Ky., May ,8.-Mr. Robert Stewart, Fraternity building, and re-
pPottsr.e , 
postmasterbarel)'  aili,' ir Craftsllo livieTtanar d y
cel;eleirrcug ard.REpAiRs_phone 1015
ageat of the Groat Northern Coal new phone, and we will call for and
an Coke company, was married at deliver work promptly. Welkert &
Potter's Fork, above here, to His Hugg, 126 North Fifth.
Ellen Rose. aged 13, a school 
girl,I (Hirr OUT that old suit of last year
the Rey Timothy Johnson officiating, itaue have it cleaned and pressed , by
The wedding was a great surprise. llamas Duffy, South Nin:h near Broad-
way. and it will look like ne*.
Berlin. May 8.-Prince Pillip Zit e--- -  
--10-'01t One- 14 norse-powe:
Enlenberg, a former favorite of the
emperor, alleged to be • member of '011.°Upe engine. Frank'''. "like.
Solt-
Harden trial. The prince Is deeper- ---WW.111 At- a bargain, ren•
the "Knights of the Round Table." 
alio f• r gasoline boat. Newly over-
was errested charged with perjury. 
hauled. Will sell at • bargain. Ad-
dress V. I. Knowles. care Sus.growing out of his testimory in tbe
eteiy sick. hot wan placed #n *II. MOW Cate POO( wry brisk. bons.
Slisl 61. -es abibissik- stew* •
Many a rdan is sorry be hart Os 'teem Monroe and Madison.
Ina kW WIMP let bill Mlle
SPEAKER CANNON'S BIRMHDAV,
Seventy-Two Tease Old Yesterday-
Towns Seed Greetings.
Waahington, D. C., May 8. -Speak-
or Cannon, who Illinois Republicans.-
some of the mat least-profess to be-
lieve will receive the preeldentlee
nomination at the Chicago oonvent4oni.)4
wat; se's.enty-two years old. The house
gas well aware that this was -Une141
Joe's- birthday, for he was kept busye
receiving the congratulations ofw
friends anii admirers at the capitol
%lid wherever he chanc d to meet
them. The epeaker Is looking re-
markably well for a man of his; years
and to 'all appearances would be ph"-
virally able to wfthstand the strain of
a summer campaign, should he decide
te take to the stump. Several of the
Illinpis cities and towns, where they
believe Mr. Cannon will be the next
occupant of the white house, sent
Ithiratiethday greetings.
• 1114LL TAX "NEAR BEER."
Atissati."Prohibitios Dodgem Hest
Tage out Elemeses.
'Atlanta. Ga.. May 8.-Atlanta.
throu a special committee of tha
city touncil. took up the question of
"near -.be*." and whether or not It
shall be licensed, with the result that
the committee will recommend to
the council that dealers shall be
foreed to pay license fees. Since pre-
hibli4.n7.went Into effect In the state,
cities and towns have been flooded
with beverages containing less than
2 per cent of alcohol-the require-
ment of the law. Bars which closed
have eeen reopened for the gale of
these Several days ago the city
council took up the Matter.
Aged Capitalist DMA.
Litchfield. Ill.. May 8.-D. 0. Set-
tlemoire, aged SI, president of the
Mount Vernon, Ill., Car Works and
Leitchfield Bank and Trust compose,
Is dead.
Sunday School Teacher-Did von
ever forgive an enemy?
Torunsy Tliffaut s.
Sunday School Teacher-And what
noble sentiment prompted you le do
it'
'Tommy Teffnet--Ifie was Wester
flea me-Philadelphia liesord.
SI by blesisis the spr
as.
Ms
S
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De You Digest
COMPANY AGREES What You EatP
, -
,4And 
many other painful and serious E ST TENNESSEE
RISING sauilffmeenr, " canfroblen 
awnich 
avoided
most 
by the 
lmtLrs
use of '
1 lidltirt Frilid," This great remedyBREAST Is a Goel-aen,d to women, carrying . is one thing to-eat and quite an-them through their most critical other to digest the food. Many peopleordeal with safety and no pain. Will Take Franchise ea Basis cast kla;tutweritialdsuffeiry foruyznrsg
No woman who uses ;Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering what is the matter with them. They
and dariger incident to birth; for it robs the °Weal of its horror
and insures safety to life of mother and child, and leaves her in
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is
aLso healthy, strong and MOTHER'S
good natured. Our book
"Motherhood," is worth
fts weight in gold to every
woman, and will be sent free in plain FRIEND
envelope by addressing application to
Bradfield Regulator Co. Atlanta,Ga.
"SatiX.ISt's41-41111.4-4017soantsPla.16,MOrtamiteliaM 4IMISSI1PIrs--4,,., "414dir.'
FOR SALE
Lumber, iron, all salvage of former harry
Anderson stable. Purchaser to remove debris
at once. Phone or call on
ED D. HANNAN
Buth Phoneas 201 132 AtIll t h Fourth St.
200,000 PLANTS
Li
S CU MAUS BROS.
Both Phones 192.
'Iddialtridee
Tfre largest misort meat of ruses awl lam/if. in Ili, it sis.
tin,00ti plants at les*: than 3 1 7.1 0011 other plants es select
front. See us before placing your order.
pat !new that their "stoistack is out of
order."
But the most important thing. after
ell, is to know what is the matter, for
thin itnessuesousbnienoe What to SS If the
ad v ice of tboasaads of people is coavIneteg to
YOU then we say wee Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pep-
sin if Yoe lave an, digestive trotahleiw•• itS
nmae indicates. it is for Just that very went.
arid that it Impels is pros= by Mee of untary
testioaonlala to our office. More direct and per.
Dearest druggist load buflag II) 0111% se in hot,
weal ynx.1 can be obtained tor Ruing ty four
ate Take it and you will be seli kever sue.
malts are guaranteed. SO you risk notli
Hoe. Chrome C. itanioLn. formerly :Lea-
Mouth ID.. and now reameas at Washir.
C where be holds • built oteiltion with e tile*
raiment. is • warm friend of Or. well's
and an ski to Stomach and digestive
franchise ne.e acrepted last nioht lire orirms--es opinion surest is by thoussuals IK
East Teuuessee Telephone cono athora Re sees Laat r. • ands it promotes health
pans by its attorneys. Wheeler,
Hugres & Berry. fixing the rato for
7.tiolt subscriber's at $2-.50 for res.-
dense phones and 84 for business
phones. increasing the rate for edeb
additional thousand subscribers
thereafter. 25 cents for 1 res-
idence phones and 5.0 cents for busi-
netts phones.
The PAW Tennessee Telephone corn--
pony was represehted at the meeting
of the board of aldermen last night
by 'lion. Charles K. Ntlieeler, their
counsel, who sitter reviewing the 1111-
Rations by the &wpm"- and city, of-
fered .to bid on asfranchise oteinance,
the first bid at $.504). if the same (ran-
chiss that the telephone company
turned down a few months ago was
Put up again for sale, in order that
and lvessentes and recommetale Llaatt It 1,0 Itl
every bodeebria.
Tbert In truth. no better tastily Laxative
Olken 1*. Caldwell's Syrup Peyote. soceentle
ssie emotive eetion and pleasant taste mew11.
nand espeClu.ly to weak stomach,. children.
women and old petiole. is equally gaud for
ths 
suAer f indigestion. sour Monahan 1,1:t4.)111-
re‘renust wlso twoothe ounsthated at
sem wad \sr knoetanh, liver and hewed all
Ulants, Dec.. use re.ului ace sure andr 0Inablatuat.
It IC a Tellable laZative and even a 10 mat bottle
will help unsay Members of • family to Moor
losists • •
FREE TEST Those askew tt try Ch. Cais-woes Swirl Prows beton kap-
CAA Aare a hes ,4041..41 bores to altar hums Is
sac tarrr•fo. Its* titer :5 to wow eut tee
vise ile Cs se dins an oaff Onsa al MON
UPI Saw eau, Mien It Sae ter It It you Wive my
uraptoins Amuck iiyer of bowel dltease. (WOW
mid sfleans ststlys for oleithee, meow MI 041
S. A .r.erstres poroaset son. cam. PIE
Plailitic VERDICT: "es Lament so Goal Sees
c.si.c.wi motets PEresies Tiss ereesid
ARM left inaaLialat WaPINTIOS, C.
PIEPSIN SYRUP 00.
IIGTOsiihees lid..
  the trouble mightbe settled.
s9 saloon rises should be grantedThe cause of the difference was the
  question of rates. The orielnal ordi-I for 19f)4 was changed to read that
route drawn up by the city fixed theI°:11Y saloons may do bushings in
$41 the city of Path:eats. Some saloon.rats• at $2'.:41- for residenee and
for ofilee phones when the company !I21" might 4u out of business before
had 3.000 subscribers.This was:the' year is up and the way it now
triads another man may sake his placeParsed by tite council board and Went
g'ven first pasesge by the aldermen.' by getting new license.
when. it was amended and sent baCilli sa•ThAe r",Pt)rtetsso!,Fire Chief James
to the council. wlihre it was given fina l •••oci•• and (ti e -. Police James Col-
and i.eenna passage again. It was lies were received and filed.
Accounts were allowed for thethen given first passage by the alder-
men. and emended h.° as to read 4.00411 hi"tant 64f $10.116 64 And ordered
'subscribers instead of 3.40,11, and it paid.
The hack ordinance, as amended.
was given first and second passage.
The city treasurer's report was re-
ceived and filed, showing a balance in
the treasury of $15.,40.73.
The ordinance proviltiog for side-
walks, curbs and gutters on Boostliray
and Jeatoriou street net wean Ninth
and Eleventh streets, was gtvete 'first
and second iassase.
Deeds for lots in Oak Grove ceme-
tere were gran•ed William Moore and
wife for lot ?S, block 43; Mrs. Joe,
Randle fdr -lot 12. block 43; L. W.
Fester-fedi Ite 29. block 42.
Miele/aryl of health was ordered to
Abate .theestilibianee at Thitey livery
• *Weer more than 4 per cent If the' stable. end the sommunication from
• • Two Big Mita. 
r
,in diameter, and wits cast by order -of
When Christianity was young it Empress Atne in the year 1733. TO
was a pclpular belief that demon's, bell was originaLy suspended from
Irightenatis.hy  the-seined-ofeireileesoskl--siseatene-vrisfein---beeng---deitt rayed_ ,h1/
in g Christians to prayer, would flee fire, let it drop.to the ground-.
away.. and ,consequently bells were l The great bell of Cjiitia weighs
not only used as a summons, but as 120.4)00 pounds. and is 14 feet in
it precaution. . 'height and 12 feet in diameter. The
The great be:: of Moscow, ecssas.Cbitieee bells are struck with wooden
Koliokol" (Emperor of Bells), is by`mallets instead of Iron clappers.-
far the largest hell in the world. it PopularMechanics.
weighs about 492,800 pounds, and its! s 
- ..- - •
cost .In bell material was fully $340,-1 "Roy, is the editor out?" 
.
WO to which more than 81 000 000 "Et he anal out. he soon,will be.
was added la precious jeweles plates. r He's playin' poker with thee printers.'
etc. It is 19 feet high and 19 feet 1-Birmingham Age-Heraid: -
C I
of 4,900 for $2.50.
Hates imposed by Alsk•niss•ta ire Com-
promise... at Lek los-events. to
Telephone ttttt patty.
MAUD OF ALDEIMR\ MEETS.
•
sassed both boards this way. The
telephone company refused to war-
t-base such a franchise. This fren-
ch!** was offered for sale- several
times
1 The propositlon was referred to the
joiat ettoieboae and telegraph. corn-
imittee of the general counell irs ree-
'emmended by City 'Boilieltilf James
Campbell.
Mr. Wheeler said hIs• Client does
business in •*,en dttferent states and
that six sustaining exchanges are New
'
Orleans, Memphis, Louisville, Nash-
vIlbe, Chattanooga and Padtwah. This
city tlever paid more than 6 per cent
en the investment and .1.citilevelle
'cities will guarantee the. company 7 , Health- (Weer' Graves concerning all
per Cent OA their investment, they wipes was-reeelyee and Ales. .
will let the city set the price for flid The grevie4ng of 'Farley rime and
rent of the phones. The reason for rot. reconstruction was referred to
the company keeping toll stations in the ordinance committee to bring in
small towns is to keep their gystern an Ordinance. . • he is from and he ssys Chicago?"
;Ting and to have toll len. I 'The dellielteent tax report of tine Gothaiu--"Why. wouldn't you feel
1 'fie telephone ionifanif '‘as allow- city aaditeetocwas received and '814 pictel if yew just happened to gat
• ed to" carry on Isnsineks.hrtthoint a's-to:owing NM sales as follows: Abbe. away from Chicago ••• - Talkers
!franchise by a laW orasitil Iry the CC:936.74s ,00lorsi, $1•93.73. Total. Statesman.state 'legislature -in 1893. The city 86.140.4*. .. , _ ..
!at that How wanted to tax the eonol Aldermes Miller was absent.t s
i I-435 al for every pole, and Oat( hi . •
(where the first trotible commenced- CheerflalY Recoollanacelkd tilir Mew-
1 The 63.2PC.50 that has been on •special deposit subject to the with-I 0. G. Higbee. Denville. Ile, writes.mistime. •
drawal of the East Tennessee Tele- December 2, 1901: "About two years
phone company for t years. was order ago I mat laid up for four months
ed left at the company's disposal by with attedMatiani. I tried Ballard's
S
the aldermen. The cereitamen orders Snow Liniment; one bottle cured me.
Other . 
1 ' "I can ebeerfully recommend It to
all suffering from like afiliction," 25e,
I•dit irtifTn the ei=aury.
The applications for saloon license 'Sne and $1.500. J. H. Oehichlaegm,
by J. W. Eberle, 700 Trimble strsst. 'Lang Bro.., C. 0. Ripley.
and Lee Potter, 14101 North Sixth'
street. were referred back to the Hs i
eenee rem/nine, - for inventaat ion . efts{
there2is soine complaint abbut both of
these. •
The resolution adopted by the gen-
fisal e oinell some time ago that orey
_  WI•lltr. l'IAWIED IN STA,TH OF 11.1.1.
%OW L.114T NIGHT.
FRANCIS JOSEPH
• GIVEN OVATIONS La France
h5ff0E ,Ar KONEN
lie Has Been lister For Ow r
Sixty Years.
Etntseror of tient:tatty Those
Mho lorstriais testator'
--tierniun Federal
•
111E Pore: EXTENDS GREETINGS.
Vienna, May 8.-It is a long t!ni,
since Vienna has been ties rsen.- ot
such • gatheting of tiu‘ort-iglis and
pritreee as -greeted Emperor Francis
Joseph OW the occasion of his jubilee.
He was greeted by Emperor William
of Germany, and the Empreu and
two of their children, Prince August
William and Princess Victoria Louise,
the list included Primo. Leo:Void.
regent of Bavaria, and king of Stet:my:
the king of Wurtemburg: the Krand
duke of Baden. Saxe-Weimar, Olden-
burg, Mecklenburgh-dchwerin, fluke
[credal** of Aahalt. Prince Leopold
T'V' of ilp-pe, and Prince Gootge of
Schaumburg-1.4)1w
'emperor 'Wiliam Spent the after-
noon calling upon the arehtlukes slid
various embassies. Francis Joeopli
also took a carriage -rid.. through the
streets and was called upon by the
German princes. received an Ova-
tion front the peopfe everywhere.
At the banquet the two 'outwore
tcasted each other and renewed their
expressions of Ifhartiest friendship
and ',tad will. Bniperor Funds Joe-
eith drank • "To Our rnspeakable
Friend-ship and Alliance,' and wished
health to all his Illustrious guests.
During the afternoon the Germat
emperor left his card at the American
t mbassy.
c..routro Stresigthentsl.
Berlin, May N. - The eollectr.Y. ap-
fiearance before Emperor Francis
Joseph at Vienne of Emperor William
and the federal German prinees and
stielr congratulation, upon the ail-
Vent senlyersary of his &emotion- -to
the throne is widely commented npos
in the newspapers of Berlin as a:she-
d:cation of the unity of the German
le oples and ite making for moral as I
political weight of the German no igeonomee, 
In the affair' of Europe and the Viculti.
-Ever; Step n Comfort Step"
Doubtless you have had shoe troubles,
due to the fact that those shoes which looked •
best on your feet were not comfortqble to go
about in.
La France Shoe for Women solves that trouble.
The La France Flexible Welt is a splendid example
of La France superiority'. It is a dainty, perfect -fitting
shoe, as comfortable as an old ,one. It adapts itself to
and follows the movements of the foot in a perfectly
easy, natural manner, without becoming wrinkled and
shapeless. The prices are $3 to $4.
You must see them to appreciate them.
Pope flemde Greeting
Rome, May 5 -The pope has sent
His holiness cougratulates the cool
t'reat is Joseph on the occasion of
the sixtieth anniversary of his reign
T.s Isallems umgratulaaes the onoJ
peror on his stableristanetrip sad
t hrieti an fortitude. ateursgemisly
:hewn during adverse fortune.
f
Are perhaps tie most convenient electri-
c devices known, and if you will only
g've one a trial, we are sure you will be
delighted, as was the case of
"A loung ma j.:1 h a hubby admiring,
Made him promise to pay for the wireing,
Then she turned on the switch
And aid-`Gee, this is rich,
I can iron artthou• even perspiring "'
SEE OUR ELECTRIC IRON DISPLAY
Telrph ne Write or Call.
PADUCAH EMIT & POWER Co.
I 1.•• .,rparni•d
40(1 nes se d wormy
Heart
Troubles
The heart may be weak
just the same as the eyes,
stomach or other organs.
It often happens that a
person is born with a weak
heart. Then again dis-
ease, fevers, over-exertion,
anxiety, nervousness,
rheumatism, ete. weaken
the heart. The result is
shortness of breath, pal-
pitation, pain in the heart,
or in some of the nerves
of the chest or abdomen.
The heart should be
strengthened with a tonic
and for thip nothing equal;
Dr. Miles' Ileart Cure,
tb7oirtIlltatilts titagilirrerret 
faR 
T r.01.
tirrvI feeling, and short of a element
mulct )uirdly go about, and a good
deal of the tIrne sort of an asthmatic
breathing and eatrernaly nervous. 1
began taking Dr. 5411".' Ibsen Cure
and nervine rind /4,4.1 1 Nei no mtule
bettor In sweet way. I am SO thank-
ful t I her ale Were medicine.
and Jball not hesitate to tell other/
how Mesa& Jr0W1 It Kam tione me"
Mitt lr #. 21011TON„
pre/nine, New Tort
You/ &wrest gene Me. hello,' Heart
Co.-,. en" -we sot Noir., him en return
price of Aree-bottirt (only) If It tells
to heaven you.
Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, Ind
150 SALOONS
1)1% 4•reing to•st Fr
f it Ito; It
I 'a istt
I., %,
Springfield, , May h. post
of. the clueing Of 1,rlh) 55.01)1i, in
eights-four countless in the stale last
midnight, Ernest A. Seroggln, attor-
ney for the Illinois Anti-saloon League
gave out a statement in which h..
said:
"History has been made in Illinois
in the past year on the staloon question
It 1 were Asked to state what seems
to me to be the newt significant
achievement In this struggle In which
the Anti-saloon League has now been
engaged for nine years, I obould Kay
that is emehlishment of the firm con-
viction in the minds of the people of
Illinois that the'ssely method of sav-
ing the saloon question is by divorc-
ing ft from mutilate- Thlpk
it, In the unprecedented battle
which was reeently waged In more
than I DIN) townahips In Illinois, the
partisan question arm not raised In a
single instates,.
"To whom shall we say the credit Is
41110 1 answer, emphatically and un-
tO the federated church
of the state of 1111001e.
, Others have helped, but the battle,
as Governor Hanley told till a few
wicks ago, has hewn first of all a
ssrfare of the militant church against
the saloon,
A woman te net*/ ilttfiflett ,with
herseg tinfiS IMP has frit t all over
her oelgithpt-ln smile way,
•
4
Churat-"Why is it a man always
looks proud when you asislilist where
ameN1 1
ImiVT THROW .1tIV %V THAT,
'Imply because it's faded fir willed a
bit . an irlye It or rienn it .44 it
still look like new cow. Everything
oiseahle *leaned that will stand
loaning. Num.. 2.140- It It'e call for
nerd elit4i%er wrirk.
2J4411-11i, Wt. call Slid 114•Iiler
%reek.
N1f/l/Fl. 14TE‘M ITYV, Wt Miss.
10n South Third so.. Paducah. hr.
IMPORTANT DECISION
as e of mu( was tried last
Tsesday before Jiidge Emery, where
GeLrge o this city, was
ctarged "with s libg intoxicating
liquors, and the ev ence showed he
sold Dr. 'Fits, Cre o and Vivo, pre-
pared by A M. Laeiflion & Co., and
the proof all went to Rho. these bev-
erages were non-Intoxicating, and the
case was dismissed, as no violation of
the law could be prove*
The decision of the court will act
fevorably with tho Mee of Dr. Flee.
N'Ivo and CrernolStehIch are prepared
and sold by A. M. Laertson & CO., of
this city.
(11111111M1111r 
ICE! ICE!
II :it it ri
\1/4 , pl.,: • all al!
Independent Ice Co.
Roth Phan
ICE! ICE!
a.
De.PAitT.
NIENT STORK.
North Thin! Street
Jou Off itrosidway.
the First
Deposit, is a
Magnet
IT DRAWS to Moir the
email change which you (ur-
ine rly scattered. It starts a
grow-lag haek account and,
creaks& fund w
nallr wake. you
Mato that If
today. We p
cent Merest
will II.
dent.
..041t
sier
Farmers Savings Bark
210 Bread%ly
Mechanics' and
 'fflesWEIRMee
GREAT BOOKSUITTLE PRICES
We are offering bo,iks that foruiely at 4125 end Si  44)
50c Per Copy
Primed, M tratae tune, The Kentuckian Barbara Win•low, Rebel
The Garden of Lies ;tine Laily Rete's Daitibier. Moe o' the River
I hew and a hundred other atkipelits abtie
special 50c Ohm.
D. E. WILSON '"'a°° andMUSIC MAN
CLIP YOUR HORSES
They look better, feel latter and work better. Clipped horses are easier
to groom and you are nut annoyed lay horse hairs when driving. We
have an electric machine and an t !pelt operator se•11011 *lye pen as
good work as can be dom., at the regular prior.
THt_TIULLY LIVEkY CO.
Isosarpsral..1
Fourth and le•niticlty Avenue,
WEDDING, BIRTHDAY, ANNIVERSARY GIFTS
J. L. Wolfi Jeweler
WAVCAll. KY.
STERLING SILVER, CHINA, CUT GLASS
Appropriate Glf or for All Occasions,
317 BROADWAY
W. F. rezton, IL Rudy,
I 'roalikrit ()ashler.
1' Purr ear,
.tssistant (Wilder.
CITIZENY ..SAVINGS BANK
Third nnd Broadway.
City Depository
Capital
State DepositGry
•
gurplui 
letockirsilders liability 
‘• • • • 110,11‘101
• • • • • • • 111009V0
•
Total 'security to tii•postitore 111250.000
Accounts of Anti firms solicited. We Ilipprirrla
smash)! ft., writ fur Niro. tiopsiettors and act ortl to all lime satire entirtantretreatment.
INTER EST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS'
OPEN fl %TURD %V NIGHTS PROM TO S O'CLOCK.
4
••••
6 4
•
et
4
Terms suggested by the city tot st You, Pea.* kie4ti.dund it an MtValuablis tOZIC
ier
ritamir, MA
asionumum
se-
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Old
Straw
Hats
Made So look like new with a
package of
Elkay's Straw Hat
Cleaner
10c and 25c at
Menerson's
DRU6 STORE
Dr. StamperDerr ST
Mtn* - Awe IN
gstraollog Tooth Sad Plate
*oft a firadafty.
DR. KING BROOKS. raw's?.
Room 7, Trosebeart linlidlag, up-
again, Neat to Catholic church. Ness
phone 1314.
FIRST CUSS LIVERY
MODERATE PRICES
These are the f..unclati.,ns upon
which we are building ILOODefill
nir horses are groomed to the
pink of condition al waye and our
equipment the best, yet our
prices arsioestrenaly reationable.
Next, ttrue y.,11 want to take a
drive, just call
HAWLEY AND SON
flag MINI 411-421
100 )efttnou SI.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL EX.
CURNION BULLIPTIN.
The faliow tag reduced rates
are announced:
- Baltialore, Md. - General
'conference M. E. cherch.
Dates of Sale May 3, 4 and 5.
Return limit May 30. Round
trip $31.86. •
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agent City OMee, Paducah,
Ky.
R M. PRATIIICR.
Agent Union Depot.
11•01,,
KILLTHE COUCH
£50 CUlet ml LUNC8
'wrnsDr, King's
Newaiscovery
FOR C8Egim
POSITIONS
essoosso oves contract J, backed by chain
o so ctii•g4,11, asoo,000 oo capital, and IS
nOCC•MS. to 11•C 4011 essatiaes under
,RA c.,1,etlitons or refund tuition.
DOOKKkEPING reesistIng his
pis. i.,sition, now e that he teaches it:i•
flookkeessag Tatik anontlm t
So in Tirsio can oonyinoshglIH.
FORESTRY GETS
ANOTHER JOLT
Department Denounced as in
wise by Senator Teller.
theSHORTHAND 71.$orittri5t°ar t ea Depew iipeoks for Extension 44 tact •
tellefitl11, because they know It le THE B erotica.
FOR itici,X CATAILI?eUE and booklet ••17.3
courtiseporters
write the system of shorthand Omuta vice--House Finishes. comm-
it...urn '1 eisersplit ttt v. tine es Vain all,
on it. D lalt1u. ib N,
DRAUGHON' 3
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
.• • M. womb CV 108114
Lincorporated) PADUCAH. 314
Broadway, or St.. Louis or Nashville.
IIGARW. CIIIITIORE
REAL ESTATE
AGENCY,
FREE
REAL/ESTATE PRICE LIST.
Coil. Semi or Telesis... ler it
Pb.... 1335. FRATERNITY BLDG.
PADUCAH. KY.
EVANSVILLE. PA DC 0•11
CAIRO LINE.
(lacerporated.)
IIVANSVILLE-PADIVAB racituris
(Deily Except lioadap.)
Steamers Joe bowler and John •
Hopkins. leave Paducah for Evans.
rills and way landings at 11 a m
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m sharp, daily, ex
cept Sunday. Special, excursion rates
now In effict from Padicah to Coot
and retu-n, with or without meals
sod room Good musts and taboo un
surpassed.
For further information *ono t..
S. A. Fowler. Gereral Pass Agent, 0.
Given Fowler, City Pass Agent, a.
rovIer-Crumbanah lk Co's Oace
First and Broadway.
'ii. LOCIS • TILENZAORE RIV
PACKET COMPANY.
(lacorporated.)
Ft )R THK TENNESSEE „RIVER.
STEAMER CLYDE
Lesvos Paducah for Teaseasee Ebet
kivery Wednesday et 4 p. ea.
• sr WRIGHT Mawr
ct mom sostgsom Chart
rbli eompany is not reaponsito•
a. invoice (barges unless collsetrts
the clerk of the boat.
Seeeial excursion rates from
ab to Waterloo Fare for the
ip $8 45. 1,•••••• Paducal
Wednesday at 4 p
Pads
round
every
1EW STATE HOTEL
IIINTE1011,01.11L ELL.
E. A. Malley. Prep.
mama and beet hetet he tbi WE
beteg ELM Two large saga*
Mama Both rooms, Electric Lege
ha cat, sentralip located Reed b
Ste eft".
00110011ECIAL rA/110111ANNI
LIMED.
IENRY MAMMEN, JR.
111112110VED TO TEMA AND
Cu.
leek Illadins, Beak Week L.
end Libre!, Wait a epeolnati.
NOTICE!
T h e
flail:kiwi and sail
ri le r y Company
have moved to
their new k ca-
Olin, Mt Ken-
tucky evegue,
where, wit 
handanme n e w
stock, thee will
'te ready for Villai-
ness April 13,
solomitammi
THE SUNDRY CIVIL MEASURE
Washington, May 8.-The forestry
provision of the agricultural appro-
priation bill was before the senate
several hours yesterday. Teller.- of
Colorado, denounced that service at
unwise and its administration arbi-
trary, while Depew, of New York,
spoke in advocacy of an extension of
the work on forest reserves.
An address In support of the bill
for the establishment of postal sav-
ings banks was made by Carter, of
Montana.
Culberson, of Texas, called the at-
tention of the aerate to the news-
paper poblications to the effect that
the president and the interstate com-
meree commission had agreed to al-
low the railroads no increase freight
rates This suggestion precipitated
a discussion as to the powers of the
president or the commission to make
such an agreement. -
In the House.
Aftes-ten days' discussion, consid-
eration of the sundry civil appropria-
tion bill was, completed by_ /halo:time.
but before petting it op its passage
a recess until tomorrow was taken.
The bill carries $106,966,369 or
91.241,000 nsore than as reported by
the committee.
Rose Plants for 2c
Brunson's last cut on beds
ding plants, Rose plants, Ge-
raolutu. Coleus etc , at 2
cents , Largest and best as-
sort/seat of roses at lowest
prices ever offered in Padu-
cah.
CUPID WON OUT
.•mmenri•••••••
YOUNG ELOPIMIS SECURED PAR-
TIAL CONSENT.
Ten of Their Happhie... In betters
Written Rack to Plophinaville
Police Chief.
seated that the supreme court of the illY'Peri*neel-" 
Then tht writer who is accomplished. „octal ers have pot In years been SQ far be-,
supposed to be Mr. NelsOormick, says: -BO natural gifts. byUnited States was unable to have h I • tl I
" ' , ou run sway and if you any printing done .because of its de-
Igo caught, be kind to the old folkscisions affecting labor. but Wile* .
of Pennsylvanik. declared that tie 
and they won't care in a day or two.
Just sit around and ory a little onceTypographical union was ready and
willing to do all printing for the gov- 
our delegates to the national conven- growing rapidly. but much land in-
tended for oats has not been sowed
In a while and they will get sorry for
will give tion at Chicirgo to vote for him until
erameet or any part of it. You after a while and 
they
he shall be nominated." on account of not being plowed. Rye.up and -then they will help you out.
Delegates at louse. barley and wheat look e and are
But you must make them believe
INssiloffice RM. Tbe delegates at large are: Gov. very green. The snow that fell on
Wasbtngton. May P.
adjournment of the senate Penrose 
Jost before tuat if they don't give up that you
are going to run away again; if they A.
N. Burnam. Richmond; W. M. /Sul- of these•cereals.
E. Willson. Louisville; Judge AlAprit 29 added greay to the growth.
w' you tell thew that you will
reported the poetollIce appropriation Mt and E. D. Lane, Louisville. '"Alfalfa shows ,st, splendid growthuntil you get another chenee and then
bill in sksnoten form. One important and the fain shied the roots In
you are going again This is the was
change Is in the pay of carriers and
clerks. The house made provision I 
did and I came out all right and I
c believe that you will if you try.for an increase in pay of letter car-
ders of the sixth class front $1.1001 
Good by e,
to $1.200 and the senate committee! From 
thee* who have tried it.
has extended the increase to cover
clerks of the same class. If You DOM
Succeed the first time use Herbhie
win move so sorive Record. an, you will get instant relief. The
Washington, May 8.-That there greatest liver regulator. A positive
Orin he no secret record in the corn- cure for Constipation. Dyspepsia, Ma-
mitts... of the house investigating the lariat, Chills and all liver complaints.
wood pulp and print paper question Mr: C-lo of Emory, Texas, writes:
was made evident when Cbairman -My wife has been usIng.Herbine for
Mann refused to receive trona a wit: herself and children for five years.
neer in confidence names of certain It is a sure cure for conotipation an4
newspaper publishers who C. L. malarta fever. which is substantiated
Knight, publisher of the Akron. 0.. by what It hao done for my family."
Bosco." Journal, said he knew were J. H. Clehlachlaeger. Lang Bros., C.
bankrupt because of the high price of 0. Ripley.
paper.
A large number of publishers in
different sections of the country were
eramined and all told the same story
of the steady advance of paper.
Among the publishers heard on the
subject was Frank B. Noyes,. prei-
dent of the Associated Press and
editor and publisher of the Chicago
Rocord-Herald, who told of going
into the market. owing to fear of the
scarcity of paper. baying 1.000 tons
of paper at $2.45 per hundred pounds
w hen the maximum of his contract tee and Their .Aust to Be
price with another company was Guardian.
$2.21.
THE PLATFORM
TEXT As ADOPTIG) BY REPUBLI-
CANS OIF KENTUCKY.
lisirsismi, Rulifft and Lane
Are Selected as Delegates at
Large,
We Clean Carpets...
• U you want your carpets BEATEN and NOT
CLEANED send them elsewhere. If you want them
thouroughly CLEANED send them to us.
New City Laundry and
Carpet Cleaning WorKs
Phones 121.
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for storage.
Both Phones 499.
CROP REPORT ,
SAli14 KENTUCKY FARMERS ARE
FAR BEHIND IN WORK.
 Roo-  Ky., May 8 .
Jesels Edens and Mr. flat Id McCor-
mick, the young couple who were stop
pod here by the police a few days ago
as they were en route to Nashville,
where they expected to get married,
have succeeded in carrying out theirl
purpose and were made man :and
The principal discussion related to wife at Dixon, Ky., they having over-
the salary sad wage scale to be paid come the objections of Mrs. Sisk, the
in the construction of the Panama mother of the girl. In a letter dated
canal. The committee had inserted May 5. mailed at Dixon, and addressed
a provision that such salaries: and to the chief of pollee, they give the
wages should not exceed 25 per cent account.
more than the salaries and wages Accompanying this letter was sit-
paid in the United States for similar otner headed: "A•letter for your pa-
work. The provision was defeated -
'per," end following this heading opts
10 to 101. 1"Warning to aii eloping couples
In the course of the debate on an-
ITalre advice from one who ha* hadihr aaethnn of thu1
Louisville, May -The Republi-
can state platform adopted yesterday
is in full:
"The Republicans of Kentucky in
colivelailin assembled hereby declare
'.:We congratulate the citizens of
Kentucky upon the elesetion of Au-
Mottos E. Willson as governor, and
apptiave his efforts under great diffi-
culties to restore law and order
throughout the state.
, "We reaffirm the declaration of
principles adopted by the last Re-
publican state convention, and as-
sure the people ofeKentucky that the
state administration has labored
faithfully and earnes0 to crystalize
those principles into written law,
and that it will continue to do so.
"We approve and applaud the
splendid administration of Theodore
Roosevelt. He has raised the moral
standard of AIL the departments of
government to a higher plane than
was ever before reached. Honesty.
justice and the enforcement of law
prevail as the principles of govern-
ment.
"We favor a sound financial sys-
tem, a greet navy, the speedy com-
pletion of the Panama canal, and a
Just and oenerous policy toward our
insuiar possessions.
"We favor the revision of the
tariff by a congress which under- Little Tobacco in Burley District and
stands and believes in the principles Average Crop in the Black
of protection to American labor. Patch.
"We favor wise and just regulation
of the public utilities which have be
come natidkal public servants, and
Frankfort. Ky., May S.-From thewe oppose Hie dangerous and un-
crop report, that is now beingAmerican doctrine of government MaY
ownership of such utilities. prepared by Commissioner of Agri-
culture M. C. Rankin, it is learned"We sympathise with all legislis-
that the wheat crop for this year willlive efforts to lessen and prevent
be better and much larger than usual.evils of intemperance and to promote
There has been no appearance of the
morality.
destructive green bug or Hessian fly."We stand for the policies which
The report in substance follows:have made the present administra-
tion great,#and demand that Mood- 
"The weather during the.month of
April has beeh exceedingly damp and
be 
policies shall prevail ;id their oh-
'rainy, with but little sonshine. Farm-
training, by wide Mid uncommon ex- •
is fitted for the office 
of president 
been done,
d practically no seeding havepet-fence. William 'H. Taft. of ohto."Ing an
of the United states, and we instruct "Oats that were planted early are
Good for Everybody.
Nornran R. Coulter, a promin-
ent architect, in the Detbert Building.
San Fraticisco, says: "I fully enders..
all that hos been said of Electric Bit-
ters as a tonic medicine. It is good
for everybody. It corrects stomach,
liver and kidney disorders la a prompt
and efficient manner and builds up
the system." Electric Bitters •is th
best spring medicine ever gold, over o
druggist's counter; 88 a blood teri-
ller it is unequaled. 50c. at ail, ug-
gists.
Who'll Lead to RaSsia?
The Russian minister,Of finance, ad
dressing the duma a ,day or two ago,
stated that whileyssla's debt Is al-
ready $4,250,000 00, it is necessary
for the governotent to borrow more
money. For "be next five years the
expenciltuir42Vwil exceed the leceipts
by $375, 0,000. Russia clings te-
naciously to the policy of the railroad
. development in Siberia and In the far
•
tx.mass HOME TO GIRD; AND Eastd' But even If Russian bonds pay
• !MT TO THE DOIN. 
a high rate of interest. who will be
pager to invest in them while Ole
country is still in an unsettled state!
J. J. Lally to Be E.ecutor and Trot- ment of the population seem to have
It is true that the revolutionary el.-
been overawed and that the duma, as
at present, constituted, is not foment-
ing discontent among the masses. gut
the Ruston people are taxed to the
Stop Grumbling The will of Mrs. Maggie T. Over- 
utmost taxations-1 .'• 123546 13456
utmost 'Oath of their capacity to en-if you suffer from rheumatism or street, whieh was executed May 2.
pains, for Ballard's Snow Liniment 908. d b M • tl E dure taxation. So far as 
further re-
ceipts from direct taxation to pay in-will bring quick relief. It is a sure Overstreet and Mrs. Fannie M. Kil-
terest •re concerned, the governmentcure for Sprains, Rheumatism, Con- coyne, was offered for probate in the
can offer no assurances to invest.-Itracted Muscles and all pains-and county eourt yesterday. To her
within tbe rearh of all. Price 25c, daughters, Kate, Estella and Ella Baltimore Sun
60c. $1.00. c R. Smith, Tenaha. Overstreet. she bequeaths a home at
Tea., writes: "I have treed Ballard's 913 Trimble street and to her sons, reddy---"Jennie tells me young
Snow Liniment in my flintily for William and Thomas Overstreet, a Woodicy proposed to her last night
years and have found it a floe rem- lot at 820 South Tenth ,street. All inla -"I don't think I know hlm. Is
edy for all pains and aches. recoM- money she leaves is to he invested he well off!" Teddy-"He certainly
mend it for pains In the chest." J. and held in trust for the children i ls. She refused him."-Lendon TR-
H Oehlachlaeger, Lang Bros.. C. 0- until tkey are 21. when it Is to be'Bits.
Ripley. divided equally. J. J. talk is tamed
as executor of the estate and trustee -in Paducah
Tobacco Markets. of the children, while her niece, Miss, prudiwels the he.1
Louisville. Ky.. May S.-The offer- Carrie B. Warren, is named as their
loge op the local tobaCco breaks guardian.
follow: Old mop. dark 6; 1907 crop,
dark 49, burley 10:5: original historic- Detective Ras Et• man.
tIcno 128; reviews. 21. '111atal Int DeteetIve T. J. Moore has wired
Rejections yeeterday, burloy 19, that he left GoOlfleld. Nevada, ), es-
dark 21. terday for Paducah but on account
The sales follow. The Kentur-ky of the distance and unpleasant trip
warehoutre sold 44 hogsheads of blir- he will t•ke several days In retools-
lay at $7.40 to $16. and 1$ hostilities& Inc taking a rest In POMP of tile
or, dark at $4,24 to $7.2-5. larger cities, where Johnson will ibe
The Louisville warehowse sold 13 confined In jail Johnson is. wanted
holsheadt of dark at $5.4ne to $8 50. hero for procuring a diamond raised
The Dark warehouse sold hogs- at $320.on false pretenses from Ppi-
hoed* of dark at $6.90- to $9.90. lock's lettelry store.
The reutral warOhotiee sold lit
hogehearta of huriey at 116.514 to
r,0 and hogsheads of dark at
$5 41.7t to 27,
OVERSTREET WILL
I
The Farmers' war...boos* won 91,
hogsheads of Aerie) nt $7 IPS to $14
70, Ind 7 hogsheeds ot dark at SI 10
16.7,c/1
All the potent medicines anti
toilet articles ad vartised thiA
paper are oit *is ati
McPherson's g t Sie
temeth mos 116 S. 'Id SI.
The stun job office
printitna
000 FO Revere
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-
chines, Band Dater', etc.
otO 37*
lArA.
PM* 151
getting a _deel,
acreage all
in alfalfa.
have bee
this h
terest
Hon
tting. An increased,
er the state is shown
nd many new Inquiries
received for bulletine on
indicating that much In-
s beitag taken in the introduc-
f this plant in Kentucky.
Corn will be planted late on ac-
unt of guch a heavy rainfall. but
an Oncreased acreage will be planted.
Much attention has been given to the
belection:of seed corn as a result of
Notice to Coutractora
The board of public works will re-
ceive bids at their office in the city
hall on Tuesday. May 12, 1908, at 3
o'clock p. ro. for the reconstruction
of Broadway and Jefferson streets
from Ninth to Eleventh streets, for
the streets, concrete sidewalks and
stone curbing and gutter, as per plans
and specifications in the office of the
city engineer, under the ordinance
providing for 88 Rif .
They will also receive bids for
grading arid graveling West Clark
street• front Tenth street to the fifty
foot street on the west side of the
Gould property, and Gould avenue
from the intersection of Clark street
to the Intersectlon,of Brunson street,
as per plans and -specilications in Dag
eft) engineer's office, under the ordi-
nance providing for gam
BOARD OF PURL! RES.
By L. F. Kolb. Secretary. -
L. A. Washington, City lIngiseer.
the rapid growth of the farmers' in-
stitutes in the state and the cam-
paign of education that is now being
conducted among the farmers. It Is
predicted that this will be the banner
year for corn in Kentucky.
"All garden and truck patches are
late. More potatoes and tomatoes
will be grown in Kentueky than ever
before, for new canneries are being
established in many of the counties
throughout the state.
"Scarcely any tobacco will be
raised in ttio burley district because
of the 'no crop' settlement whicti Pre-
vails anions the independent growers
as well as the members of the Society
of Equity.
"In the dark district an average
crop will be grown ,and the growers'
associations are securing the large
perceettage of the prospective acre-
age.
"The demand for poultry and nolry
products is steadily increasing."
The indications point to a prosper-
ous spring for the tillers of the soil.
and notwIthstandiny that there is uti-
eastpess displayed id some of the
counties of the tobacco' districts.
Do l'ou bore
Your baby? You wonder why he
cries. Buy a bottle of White's Cream
Vermifuge and he will never cry.
Most babies have worms, and the
Mothers don't know it. White's Cream
Vermifuge rids the child of worms
and cleana Out its system in a pleas-
ant way, Every mother should keep
a bottle 'of this medicine in the house,
With it, fear need never enter her
mind. Price 25c. J. H. Oehlschlae-
ger, Lang Bros., C. 0. Ripley.
Honesty Is the best policy, but too
many people fail to keep the pre-
mtums paid up
Notice to Property Owners.
'The board of public works and city
engineer will inspect the concrete
sidewalk, curb and outter ou West
Broadway fill between $eventeenth
and Nineteenth streets, construction
work under the contract of George
W. Katterjohn, at 8 o'clock ott Satur-
day morning, May 9 1908. Al:Mains
prooerty owners are notified accord-
ingly.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
By L. F. Kotb, Secretary. 4
L. A. Washington, City Engineer
•
Notice to Gravel Dealers.
The board of public works will re-•
ceive bids at their office in the ray
ball on Saturday afternoon at 4
o'clock. May 9, 1908. for furnish-
ing gravel for use on the city streets
tor the.balance of the year 1908, for
deliveries to any part of the city
north and south of Broadway, whet.
directed by the street inspector, sallb-
pies of gravel to be furnishes! if re-
quired before contract is awarded.
"BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS r
By L. F. Kolb. Secretary.
Early Times
And
Jack Beam
Distilled in the spring !of
1900. Sold in bottles with
the government s t a in p
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. .•
For the cupboard aid medicine
chest there is nothing currier
••••••••111. • •••••••••••• •
Pet'''. eit.HT
esteessnwelistipesioesellingHsenvelewessee "0"--1WWW•e•trese
'FIII l'Arn 'CAT, EVENING SI F14114.11. MAY S.
All Furs, Coats and Fur Sets sold by us we store
durin;summer, in ,:old storage, free of charge. We are
now getting these garments ready for storage. Also any
repairs necessary on same to be made. Please bring your
furs down at once or phone usthat we might lend for
same.
MURRA1 SCHOOLS
OBSERVE COMMENCUMENT
PUBLIC TONIGHT.
SCHOOL NOTES l
ercised a more wholesome influence
over the pupils, boys especially, in
he Hese School. Eve has developed
athletics, ruled by kindness and in-
stilled into the larger boys a fondness
IN I The Hopkinsville Kentuckian says ! for their school work that has been
ice the ecience teacner recently elected 
!remarkable. That he is to leave this
work is a serious Wow to the schools."
ii the Paducah High school: "Prof.
I William A. Evans, who as one of the
oatattlay al state manta Ream oe.'iteachers in tht High school has made The New Era says:
sue,/ a splendid record during tbe Prof. William A...Evane, of the
ptahred By Calloway Comity
year he has been here. is to lease iRopkinscille High echool, one of theBoys--Pervonals.
Hopkinaville to the profound regret most popular and efficient teachers
  • of isatrons of the High school and Or lever connected well the institution.
the pupils themselves. No teacher e has been elected a member ht the
Murray. May s - The graduating in the schools has ever made a more !Paducah schools at a flattering sal-
exercises of the Murray graded school cieditable record in one year, or ex- tare, and has announced his accept-
 ance of the poi:Mon. If his decisionwill be held at the opera house to-
night. Following is the program: lie the matter is final it will be a
Invecation—Rev. H. B. Taylor.
Piano Solo--Mrs. Barber McElrath
Essay, ''The eBauties of Simi,
city "—Rauda Moore.
Essaye "Southern Womanhood"—
Fay Houston;
Violin Solo (By request of class)—
William Thurman.
Essay, "Our Great hedger Ac-
.count"—Wadie Miller.
Address—A. J. G. Wells.
Conferring Diplomas—R. T. Wells.
Benediction--Rev. M. F. Leake.
C. T. Brandon. of Pinewood, Tenn..
tame in the latter part of the past
week on a visit to relatives on the
east side of the county. Mrs. N. W.
Lee Is his sister.
Stanley Pullen and wife-. tif- eilf-
terville. Tenn.. came in last Satur-
day to be with his father. Sam G.
Pullen. who has been ill of pneu-
monia.
A company of state guards Is in
process of organization here with
flattering chances of success. A pe-
tition signed by 53 of the boys of
the town has been presented to the
county judge, who will pass upon the
character and moral standing of the
signers before it is forwarded to the
proper authorities at Frankfort for
itnal action. Forty acceptable men
are required before a company ran
be mustered into service —Murray
Ledger.
—In Paducah The Sins Job office
•rodeo's the best printing.
***
- Tell! YOLIC Clirt
Some men think they know enough
if they know where they can borrow
money.
Praises Professor Evans.
Saturday Specials
The Union Co-Operative
Grocery
10th & Broadway New Phut 1233
24 lbs. Omega Flour
24 Ms Pride of Dixie ... Sec
And other good Flour
 65c and '75c
3 lam ,mince Meat  23e
2 cat* Goosseherries   2-5c
3 large glasees Jelly   Zee
3 June Peas  25c
3 Pineapple  25c
:3 bottles  25c
I bottle Heins India Relish 25e
Chifford's Worcester Sauce I5c
1 lb nice Country Butter. 25e
3 jars Mustard  25c
3 bottles Pepper Sauce   25c
1 lb nke Mixed Cakes   20e
ti bars Soap  25c
13'4e Ham •  13tee
Baron  12c
Breakfast Bartle  15c
1 qt Heins Mixed Pickles 25,
1 dos Heinz Sweet Pickles Inc
1 dos Heinz Sour Pickles lee
.Strawberries, New Potatoes.
Lettuce and Green Onioos.
85c
Specials for Saturday
Great Pacific Tea & Coffee Co.
OLD PHONE 1179-A. 106 BROADWAY NEW PHONE 1176
24 lb. sack Palmer House
Flour 75c
7 lbs. Granulated Sugar— 45e
3 pkgs. of Toasted Corn
rakes 25e
3 bars Sapolio 2 Sc
en .bars Laundry Soap 25c
4 lbs. Navy Beans 2fic
4 ihs. Kidney Beans 25c
4 lbs. Broken Rice 25c
25c can Raspberries 20c
2 15c cans Pineapple 25c
1 15c nen Cocoa  ler
1 30c can Brisket Beef':  20c
1 25c bottle lekchup  20c
3 gl .  Jelly  35c
I 29c can Chunk Pine-
apple jer
3 pkgs. Soda  10c
3 Barks Salt  10c
3 cans Baked Beans 2.5c
3 cans Corn 25c
3 lb can Tomatoes  loc
I quart Vinegar  lc
te gal. fancy Table Syrup 40c
3 bottles Pepper Sauce 2k
1 30e bottle Olives  25c
3 lbs. 15c Coffee lac
2 lbs. 25c Coffee 45r
1 30e bottle Slavering  25c
3 lbs. Butter Beans  25c
2 lbs. Evaporated Appies.25c
3 pkgs Macaroni  -215c
2 cans Shrimps .. .. .2,5r
1 25r can Lobster  20c
2 lbs. Mix Nuts 2Cc
3 lbs. Buckwheat Flour. .2k
2 25e pegs Grass Seed 40c
2 lbs fancy Prunes 25c
!blow to the local school and will or,
*casein general regret among the eft-
Irene, Prof. Evans' s rvices here
have. been of the higtitet erder. He
Is an educator of fine ability and his
influence on the young people has
alwaye been elevating and inespiring.
\ young man and a trained athlete,
he be* trfil_fitif—.154.—tiatillafIBY_
and actively into the -sports ofthe
boys and has made ehe physical cul-
ture department of the High school
as excellent as any in thy —white.
while that indefinable something
called the school spirit j.• unequalled
:n the annals of the town. This, too.
he has accomplished without losing
a whit of the respect or deference of
h.e young charges. Professor Evans
I* an all round good man, and it
would be a pity for the school to
have to give him up.
HOTEL ARRIVALS
Nicholas—John Fognan, J. W.
Jackson. RN. Scott, Dexter; C. A.
Musselwhite, J. E. Kenworthy.
Raleigh, K. P. Sims, Murphysboro;
IR C. Wofford, Camden. I. B. Bar-
;nett. Ledbetter; D. W. Wilson. Nash-
'vele. H. A. Greenough. Louisville;
Kunipp. Mt. Carmel: Charles B.
Larson and wife. Obicago; Horses
Melton. Camden.
Palmer—George Trent. fit. Louts;
John Dickinson, Nashville; A. E.
Hume. Cincinnati: John C. Parsons,
8mithland: G. M Green. Nashville;
George W. Alley. Metropolis; W. M
Cooper. St. Louis, L. D. Threlkeld,
Smithland; L. E. Melobe, Princeton.
Belvedere—Walter M. Elrod. Mt.
,Vernog, J. T. Clipps. Charles L
;Davie Bayou; W. W. Wilson, Chi-
cago, C. H. Rood. Battle ("reek; Bert
Carr, Metropolis; J. R. Calhoun. Wo-
nate; R. B. Henry'. Neshville; A. G.
Lee and wife, IA Center.
New Rehmond—R. D Moore. Per
year; r. D. Brown, Chicano: R. E.
Tense!, Cincinnati; R. R. Roy. Paris;
J. D Bennett. Birdsville; W. S. Dun-
tel. Savannah: W. H Hess:0Y. Clif-
ton; 0. Kiiehler. Golconda: W. C.
Jones, Waverl; W. T. Hamm. hoe
belvIlle.
METHODISTS WILL
AMEND DISCIPLINE'
Receive Recommendations Re-
garding A mumement.
Adopt Resolution Urging Adoption of
Littlefield Hill
interesting Reports,
CHUIRCEI EXTENSION REPORT
Baltimore, May R.—Bishop Gone-
sed. of Boston, ass easily the central
figure of the session of the quadren-
nial general conference of the Meth-
odist Episcopal church by reason of
the fact that It Illae he who read the
address of the bishops and that this
address contaltled this time matter of
unusual Importance. Although its
expressions relative to the liquor
question evoked the greatest enthu-
siasm, doubtless its most important
sentences were those embracing the
recommendations for bishops touch-
ing paragraph 24* of the church dis-
cipline relating to amusements.
The address recommends that from
paragraph 248 certain words, indi-
cated, but not quoted in the address,
be stricken out.
The exact words are "dancing.
Pra3Ing at games of chauce, attend-
ing theaters, horse races, circuses.
dancing parties or patronising danc-
ing schools."
This recommendation is followed
immediately by a declaration of the
bishops that grave Injustice will be
done if their recommendation is in-
terpreted as an abandonment of the
early opposition to worldly amuse-
ments and that Is. return to the prin-
ciples and exact words of John NVes-
ley .
The. Immediate outcome of the
bishops' treatment of the liquor ques-
tion was the adoptionrof a resolution
favorable to the Littlefield interstate
liquor shipment bill now before con-
gress, which resolution pi to he laid
before Speaker Cannon by a 'commit-
tomorrow.
Last night a meeting was held in
Sti71-1—in general confer-
ence as dfilligated body and of. the
adoption of the constitution of the
Methodist Episcopal church There
was a distinguished gatheeng also at
the banquet of the Brotherhood of
St. Paul.
Board of Exteaskia Report.
"We think that the present gen-
eral cant id order that the
Sunday !Otagol chliections during the
coming quadrennium should be even-
ly divided between the Board eV
Home Missions and Church Exten-
sion and the Board of Foreign Mis-
sions
FEDERAL AUTHOR-
ITIES ORDER
(00111innse from page owe.)
*red by watchmen. The latter or-
dered the men away and sent a mes-
senger to summon a deputy sheriff
from LaPorte. The intruders disap-
peared before the officers arrived and
efforts to dreover their identity felled
It is thought. however, that the men
were Merely led by curiosity to de-
"our *eat
ernnant 'Jade
Vontinue4 Jaturdaq and
6aturdaq Xight
NOTWITHSTANDING the great rush
of shoppers to take advantage of our
treat gamma dale toaay, we' still have some
rare things to offer tomorrow. •
The sale will continue tomorrow night,
and includes remnants from our Silks,
Dress Goods, Embroideries, Laces, Lawns,
and all White Goods irid summer
terials.
Every item is clean, fresh goods, and
you owe it to yourself to take advantage
of the sale.
Jilk or Wool
vire a—emir ---Vtew—nt ittills-ignawsonse Norwegiat. and have been is this
skeletons, country for twenty years • VI* to
Indintes abeer lift-nint. miles
lase Wiwi a Grafter. Chicego and one mile north oh:
Milwaukee. Wi. , May K. A tope Porte. I am the sole °Diner of • nice
riat from Weimar*. WI*, says: The home, pretty location.
letter which Carl Peterson, of Wau- "There are ieventy-five acres of
received from Mrs Gagmen'. land. also All kinds at crops, im-
th alleged LaPorte murderees. has Proved land. lope.' plums and cur-
translated from Norwegian Into rants. r •m on a boulevai d road
Eniiish While -other triteslatIona and have a twoese room house, prac-
mae -deffer in only the minor details4tirale nese a wind neel and all the
the following Is practically the cor- modern improvements, situated in •
reel imbalance:
"Carl Peterson. Watipaca. Whi.
Dear Sir: As I some time ago re-
cei% cd from you a letter In answer
to my ad. In the Scandinavian. I
will, with pleasure. answer the same.
The reason I waited for some time Is
that there has been ether answers te
the same ad As many as efty hays
been received and it has been im-
possible to answer all. I have picked
out the most respectable, and I have
die Oh that yours is such.
"Floe I will tell you that I am a
beautiful suburb of Chicago. worth
about 81 5.0041. All of this Is pretty
near paid for. It is In my own name.
I ant alone with thee, sm•Il children.
from S to It years of age. The
smallest is a little boy. The two
largest are girls. Al: frisky and
well,
lost my husband by strident
eve years ago and have ainee tried to
get along as well as I could with
'doting
Luck. It is too Sleek !Sr ow to k'"k
usa
, then' Is to take a portage to whom I
la,fatenrt thtblis ngs. an 
way
yn gs 
M
arc ) nit a ., , fl
lean trust everything. and as we hli%e
1 OA acquaintance ourstrever. I hat"
dettided that pier) app.itant I ha % e
I roomiderP4 favorably must make A
Mt impactor) deposit of 'ash or swcur
11:i 1 taint that is the hest way for
parties to limp sea. grafter. who
are alwys looklug for sorb oppet-
'innate*. I have had experience slth
them. as I can prove
"Now if you think that you are
able to put up 11.0011 cash, we can
ULM matters over personally I
would not Care for you as • hired
;man. as I gm tired of that and neese.a
111010 rest IIII In) home and near tni
children. I will close for this time
"With friendly regards.
"Mrs P. 8 thinness.
"LaPorte Ind "
what hejit I could hire I am getting
tired of this and I hare found that —In Paden* The nen job oeli,.•
It Is not sell to trust others with so pretties.. the beet winging.
8/Deleon Divorce Salt.
Mayfield. Ky.. May 8.—Suits for
divorce was filed In the circuit court
Mre Ada Shelton against her hus-
band, C..1. Shelton, alleging cruelty.
She avers that he drove her away
from home. Mrs. Shelton also prays
for $1,200 alimony, to secure which
she has asked for an attachment
against his farm The custody of
their two children, aged 2 and 4
years. Is also *eked The principals
L are well knows..., residents of the
IlWingo section.
'BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
WILL INSPECT SIDEWALKS.
The concrete pa voments laid on
the WI across Bradshaw creek on
Broadway will be inspected by the
host* of viiblic S works tomorrow
The beard will also open bids tzlesor-
row fro= persons airstrIps to furl/Joh i
the city with grave:.
---e----.--- 3--- 11118111011811811610M1 91111M11.111011111111811i81111111MS58051111101115....---se.
ATTEND THE MAY SALE
SATURDAY—
The value-giving power of this store will be demonstrated Satur-
day; values in every department. All over the store you'll find
goods that you need for summer wear at greatly reduced prices.
But come; meet the bargains face to face, .'
Mulic
Saturday Fvening
7:.?0 to 9:. Saturday Evenityg
7:30 to 9:30
_
1 
BRADLEY'S NEW ROCESS CREAM MEAL
W.11 not heat or must. You shall know it by its whiteness.
Manufactured Daily by BRADLEY BROS. Paducah, Kentucky
cer to Scrici You Nothing But-- -
if*
• 044.
et.
•
•
5455 atiri -
